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Abstract
In this report the present status of our knowledge of the neutron
nuclear data for the most important structural materials nickel,
iron, chromium and the predominant coolant material sodium is pre-
sented. For this purpose the available experimental information
on these data is reviewed. In particular the improvements in the
data situation attained in the last years are examined. Elastic
scattering angular distributions are not considered. Essentially
only the literature references compiled in CINDA + 71 including
its Supplement 2 were taken into account.
Stand der Neutronenkerndaten der für schnelle Reaktoren wichtigen
Struktur- und Kühlmaterialien
Zusammenfassung
In diesem Bericht wird der gegenwärtige Stand unserer Kenntnis
der Neutronenkerndaten für die wichtigsten Strukturmaterialien
Nickel, Eisen, Chrom und das vorherrschende Kühlmaterial Natrium
dargestellt. Zu diesem Zweck wird ein Überblick über die für
diese Daten vorhandene experimentelle Information gegeben.
Insbesondere werden die in den letzten Jahren erreichten Ver-
besserungen in der Datensituation beleuchtet. Elastische Winkel-
verteilungen werden nicht betrachtet. Im wesentlichen werden
+
nur die Referenzen berücksichtigt, die in CINDA 71 nebst Supple-
ment 2 zusammengetragen sind.
+CI~vA - Computer Index on Nuclear Data
_.__._-------------------------------------------------------
I. I ntroduct iori
_.-_.- Bef-ore a na 1yz-ing---tbee-s-i-tua:t-i-on---abo:u±----the-~_Per-i-me.tlt-c'l-l-da-ta'-------------­
of the structural snd coolant materials in more detail it
might be worthwhile to have some idea of the requirements
from the side of reactor physicists. For this purpose in the
following table the requests for the most important cross
section types of the materinls considered here are summarizP'd.
They wer~ taken out of the RENDA-list from 1970 in which the
requ2sts for neutron nuclear data measurements 8re compiled 8.n<i
regularly upda tod . RENUA c ont a t ns not only thE" material a nd the
data type for which measurements are needed but also the energy
range and required accuracy and also a priority assignment.
zum Druck eingereicht am 25.5.1973
Material Req ues t ed
data type































1 keV-6oo keV 10 - 20 (lf 5/o
:; MeV- 15 MeV 20 30 0' ;)/0
threshold-14 MeV 10 - 30 ot 2/0
1.5 15 MeV 10 - 20 % ..~....
500 keV - 10 MeV 10 J~ 1
1 keV -200 keV 10 - 15 % 4
threshold-15 MeV 20 % 4
.-, for Fe56
threshold-15 MeV 10 % J5 for Fe54
1 keV- 16 MeV 5 - 20 % 6
threshold-14 MeV 2 - 10 C!1 Gja
100 eV - 1 MeV 10 - 20 Cf 7/0
threshold- 15 MeV 10 - 20 Cf 4/0
threshold- 15 MeV 10 CI 3 for Ni5S/0 2 for Ni60
10 keV - 16 MeV 10 - 20 % 6
threshold-10 Mr:>V ;) - 10 CI J;0
100 eV - 800keV
Na capture cross sectiön















The requests for differential elastic and inelastic scattering cross sections
refer in many cases to requirements for shielding calculations •
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Tlw accuracy requirements of fast reactor physicists have not
been met so taro In individual modern measurements sufficieut
high accuracies are attained due to the considerable rpfinement
in experimental technique in th~ last years. One has, however,
to be aware of the fact that the data sets recommended for fast
reactor calculations have in general larger uncertainties than
the measurement series on which the preceding evaluation is based.
This is mainly due to the differences between different measurement
series which are often larger than the uncertainties of each indivi-
dual measurement. Since the statistical errors in moLtern measure-
ments are generally small this suggests that in the individual
measurements still unknown errors of a systematic nature exist which
exceed the errors estimated by the author.
The Ü1St breeder reactor I s the reactor type t ha t is most affected
by the nuclear data uncertainties over the energy range of interest
to fission reactors Le. 1 keV - 1 MeV and it has not the benefit of
cotlsiderable past operating experience as for example the thermal reactor.
For design and operation of fast reactors the capture cross seetion i8
the most important cross section type of the structural materials, for
the absorption of the cladding should be kept as small as possible in
order to keep the fuel cycle as economic as possible r The high absorp-
-----"----'lt~ibOefln---€e8:r'_(o}Sss__s_ect i on of-Mo---o-r---Nb--e-o~rea-s-on-why----orreisa imi ng t 0
avoid an admixture of Mo in the cladding. Such an admixture may have an
important influence on thc nuclear parameters of fast breeder reactors.
The most important structural materials for fast reactors are from
the point of view of absorption in these materials Ni, Fe, er. They
are components of the most usual cladding and structural materials
but are contained in different fractions and with varying additional
admixtures, e.g. Inconel 625 contains 62% Ni, 22% Cr, 3% Fe, 9% Mo,
4% Nb, whereas Incoloy 800 contains 48% Fe, 32% Ni, 20% Cr and both
havebeen considered as possible ;alt-er:tl.a..tives in steam-cooled fast
breeders. In thermal reactors they·arenot in commen use since they
showa too strong absorption at thermal energy in comparison to other
materials like Zr.
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Apart from the capture cross section the most important data
of the structural materials are the cross sections for the scat-
tering processes in fast reactors, in particular the inelastic
scattering cross section and the energy distributions öf the
Lne.Las't i ca'Lly ,,', scattered neutrons. The inelastic seattering pro-
cess is more effective than the elastic scattering and therefore
in faGt reactors the inelastic scattering gives the main contri-
bution to the slowing down of the fast fission neutrons.
Concerning the coolant materials first of all one can say that the
heat transfer is an essential problem by eonstrueting fast breeder
reaetors sinee this reactor type has a core of relative small size
but high power density. Sodium ist one of the most appropriate
eoolant materials because of its high thermal eonduetivity and
heat capacity. It was used therefore as eooling in the first
fast reaetors constructed like the Dounreay reactor in the
Uni ted Kingdom, the BOR 60 in the USSR, Rapsodie in France, the
EBR land 11 and the EFFBR-Reaetor in USA. But also in modern
fast breeders it is in use or is planned to be used, namely in
Phenix in France, in the PFR in Great Britain, the BN 350 and
600 in USSR, the Westinghouse, the General Electric, the Atomics
International Reactors in USA and in the SNR in the Debenelux-
countries. The ameriean types -arid the SNR are only designs up to
now.
As alternatives to eooling
with sodium a number of groups considered steam and gas as fast
reactor coolants. In the latter case helium plays the most impor-
tant role, hut only design studies and tests of some components
were performed for He als coolant in fast reactors. In Sweden the
appropriateness of heavy water steam eooling was investigated.
Light water steam as cooling was assumed for the Karlsruhe Dl
design study and for studies in the United States. Some experi-
mental studies on the neutronics behaviour of such a design have
been made e.g. in the SNEAK-facility in Kar18ruhe. The United
Kingdom has made similar studies. These are only some examples
in order to show which materials were diseussed in the last years
as suitable proposals for coolant materials.
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In presenting here the status of nuclear data for thc most important
coolant materials wa shall confine ourselves with highest priority to
soJ.ium.
11. Resonance neutron nuclear data for the structural materials
Chromium, Iron, Nickel
It is common to these materials that they are composed of more than
one isotope.
Natural chromiüm cons ists of 4.31 CI er-50/0
/1227 83.76 0/ Cr-52/0
9.55 % Cr-53
2.38 % Cr-;J4
natural iron of 5.82 01 Fe-5410
/1227 91.66 % Fe-56
2.19 01 Fe-5710
0.33 0/ Fe-58/0
and natural nickel of 67.8 % Ni-58




For the description of thc resonance cross sections this fact plays an
important role also in the ease, if thera is only one main isotope like
for natural chromium a nd iron a nu if t he admixtures of the other Olles
differ from those of t.he rnain isotope. It may lJe for 0;;ample t hn t tüPy
havp J.ifferent fcvel J.ensi ties a s it is t he c a s e for the Cr-isotopes,
wh or e t ho Lr-ve I u"'n5ity in tlle c ompou ud nuc Lous o f Cr-JJ i s rauch La r g e.r
t ha n t h a t of t he c ompouud nucleus Cr-52. The cons eque nce is t ha t the
cross section Lehaviour in the resonance region 18 dorninated rather bj
the Cr-53 resonancas t.ha n by tha Cr~52 resonances a nd this in spite of
its small portion in natural chrorniurn. These intermediate mas s nuc Le i
like Ni, Fe, Cl' exhibit commonly narrow, predorninantly capture higher
l-wave resonances superimposed on the very broad, predominarltly scattering,
s-wave resonances. In addition the interference among the s -wave r e s ona nc e s
is rather strong. These two facts make the interpretation of the observed
cross spction Liata in the r<:'sonance region, their correction and parameter
analysis i.LUCh more difficult. Last bu t not least this is r-ef Lr-c t ed in t h e
disagreement between different_data sets in the resonance region. Below
t he lowest threshold of the inelastic scattering process on t h-: s t a bl e
isotopes in the struc;;ural materials the total cross section is almost
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equal to the scattering cross section, the capture cross s0ction
giving only a small contribution. Therefore t:H~ experimental trans-
mission data are usually analyzed by the multilevel approximation
to the R-Matrix theory with only a single open channel for elastic
scattering. The measured capture data are in general interpreted
by a superposition of single level Breit-Wigner terms. Thp results
of the cross seetion fits performed by s evera I authors a r e shown
in Table I, 11, 111 for the stable Cr-, Fe-, Ni-isotopes respective-
ly.
Resonance neutron nuelear data for chromium
The first investigation of resonances in Cr was done by Melkonian
!--g in 1953. He measured e'T on natural chromium betweon 0.015 eV
ana 10 keV and observed one resonance at 3.3 keV. He suggested in
order to explain the cross section behaviour at lower energies that
it should lJelong to Cr-53. From an area analysis he assigned
r 1'\ c= 1620 eV. In comparison to later measurements of Hibdon /-27
this seemed too high. Eibdon performed in 1957 transmission measure-
ments with samples of natural chromium and highly enriched (90%)
Cr-53-samples covering the energy range from 3 - 410 keV. The energy
spread in this measurement was very small increasing from 300 eV to
700 eV with increasing neutron energy.
He identified the resonances detected between 4 and 11 keV to be
Cr-53 resonances by measuring wi th the enriched Cr-5:3 sampie . The
reso:lanees between 11 and 50 keV were not determined isotopieally.
The range 138 - 152 keV was interpreted by Hibdon by four nearly
equally broad s-wave Cr-52 resonances. As later measurements of Bowman
/-67 have shown this interpretation is very probably wrong. Neutron
widths were determined by Hibdon only for same of the most important
r es onances apparently belonging to Cr-52.
One year later Cot: et Al. /-37 could confirm Hibdon's observations
that below 15 keV there is no resonance structure in Cr~52 and Cr~54.
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They found one resonance in Cr-50 at 5.5 keV and with the
assumption that the capture cross s9ction of Cr-50 at thermal
energy is entirely due to this resonance they could assign a
c apture width of r1f == 2.9 eV to this resonance. They made
their measurements with four samples enriched in each of the
four stable Lsotoves of natural chromium. But they had a
broad energy resolution. and measured only in the low keV-region.
In 1964/65 a group in Oak Ridge /-47 performed transmission
measurements on an enriched Cr-53-sample in the energy range
between 2 and 60 keV with an energy resolution of ~ 2%, i.e.
an energy spread between 40 eV and 1.2 keV. An area analysis
was made for the data without determining the spin of the re-
s onances . Therefore, only values for the quant t ty g .r!'\ couLd
be extracted from the analyzed measured results. The most ex-
tensive and systematic resonance investtgations for Cr-isotopes
were performed at Duke UniversityL~7. Their measurements coverthe
energy range from 1 to 150 keV. The energy spread in these
measurements is ranging from 1 keV at several keV to about 5
keV at 150 keV, thatmeans the resolution- was worsethan in
Hibdon's measurements. They used samples enriched in the
even stable isotopes of natural chromium. The ma i n Duke re-
sults are thefollowing ones: The resonance structure in the
total cross section in the range 3 - 11 keV is believed to be
due to one very wide resonance in er-50 and to several more
closely spaced resonances in Cr-53 (in accordance with Hibdon
who could assign the Cr-53 resonances). The resonance at 23 keV
(Hibdon has found one at 24 keV without any isotopical assign-
ment) is identified to belong to Cr-54. The cross section struc-
ture between 1:50 and 160 keV which was interpreted by Hibdon by
four equally spaced s-wave resonances in Cr-52, is according to
their measurements very probably due to onelarge Cr-52 s-wave
resonance~tabout 140 keV superimposed by some smaller er-52
p- and/or d- wave peaks a nd some Cr-53 resonances.
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But it becomes not clear from their measurements if all the small
peaks observed by Hibdon are true resonances. Bowman et al. /-67
have extended in 1962 the Duke investigations with a better energy
resolution of about 1 keV by measuring from 85 keV to 650 keV on a
sample enriched in Cr-52. For the narrower resonances the neutron
widths of Hd bdon and Bowman are in good agreement, for the bronder
ones Bowman's values are consistently larger than Hibdon's. This
ca n be seen in Table Ib Nh~re the resonance parameters of Cr-52 are
given.
In 1966 no capture widths were known except for the 5.5 keV reso-
nance in Cr-50; no resonance parameters were known for Cr-50, Cr-54
above about 100 keV; for Cr-53 ohly the parameters of the first re-
sonanee at 4.3 keV were knownj Cr-52 was well investigated but the
spin assignment of the resonances was often lacking.
In order to elose these gaps several transmissions and also
eapture measurements were performed in the last years. The
transmission measurements are the fol10wing ones:
Farrel1 et al. /-77 from Duke University in 1966
Measurements up to 600 keV on an enriched Cr-50 sample With an
energy spread of 1.5 keV below 150 keV, of 1 keV above 150 keV.
Measurements up to 400 keV on an enriched Cr-54 sample with an
energy spread of 2 keV.
Müller, Rohr /-87 from Karlsruhe in 1969
These were measurements on an enriched Cr.,...53-sample in the energy
range 20 - 250 keV with a time resolution between 0.2and 0.5 nsec/m
and another Karlsruhe measurement by Beer et al. /257 in 1970 from
which only preliminary results are available up to now.
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These were transmission measurements on enl'ic..hed Cr-50 and er-52
samples with a time resolution of about 0.4 nsec/m covering the
energy raüge from 10 keV to 300 keV.
Stieglitz, Hockenbury, Block 1-97 from RPI in the years 1969-1970
This group has made very extensive measurements on all the stable
Cr-isotopes contained in natural chromium. These transmission
measurements were performed in the energy range 0.1 - 400 keV with
aresolution of 0.6 nsec/m, i.e. an energy spread of 500 eV at
100 keV and of 3 keV at 400 keV.
This RPI-group is the only group whieh has up to now performed
high-resolution captur» ueaaur-ement s on all the stable isotopes
Cr-50, 52, 53, 54 in the energy range 0.1 - 200 keV.
The RPI-experiment shows the ideal ease for a measurement on the
structural materials namely combination of transmission and capturG
measurements. This group found out that the resonance structure
observed in the capture measurements is significantly different
from that observed in the transmission measurements. The capture
measurements emphasize the narrow probably p-wave resonances and
the s-wave resonances appear only as wide, relatively flat "bumps"
in the data. On the other hand the transmission measurements pr~e~-~ __
dominantly show the wide s-wave resonances. Very few of the narrow
resonances are seen in transmission. Therefore, radiative capture
widths could be assigned by the RPI-group only to very few s-wave
resonances which appear in the transmission a s well a s in the
capture measurements. For the narrow higher l-wave resonances only
r .~
the quantity S' "'r 'Jt is given by the authors, which is the
capture area correeted for resonance self-shielding and multiple
scattering. Because of the poorer instrumental resolution at
higher energies the resonance parameter analysis for Cr-53 was
limited to below about 100 keV whereas for the even Cr~rsotopes
fits could be carried out to over 300 keV. A comparison of the
different sets of resona~ce parameters 15 given in the Tables 1a) - d).
For Cr-50 (Table Ia) in the RPI measurements 17 s-wave resonances
were observed in the transmission measurements.
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No evidence oi the 43 keV resonance found by Bilpuch et al. was
seen in these mea s ur-emerrt s a nd also in the Ka r Ls r-uhe measurements
oi Heer et al. Instead of this, previously undqtected s-wave
resonances were observed for the first time by the RPI-group at
55.3,65.1 and 171 keV. These were confirmed by the preliminary
Karlsruhe results of Beer et al. /257.
Between the results of th? two groups below 100 keV excellent
agreement has to be noticed in the resonance positions as weIl
as in the neutron widths. Above 100 keV some more smaller reso-
nances were observed in the Karlsruhe measurements wh i ch were not
detected by the RPI~group probably because oi their worse energy
resolution. Above 100 keV the resonance energies found by Stieglitz
et al. are always higher than those found by Heer et al. and the
differences between them become larger with increasing energy.
The two resonances at 112/113 and 116/115 keV were assigned to
be s-wave by Beer et al. in contrary to FarrelI. The agreement
betwe~n Farrell and the Karlsruhe-results is not so good~ There
are for some resonances differences in the neutron widths of the
order of 50%. The resonances at 307 keV and 327.7 keV reported
by Farrell were not observed in the RPI-measurements. This may
5e GUeto ~nadequa te ~ nst-rmnerrr-aJ;-re-su-:tut-:1o~tre-r-our--SC:-=-UJW'<1aC'(v"'e"-----~-------­
resonances up to 55.3 keV were equally observed in the capture
measurements and so radiation widths could be determined. The only
value for the radiative capture width published before the RPI
measurements was for the first s-wave resonance in Cr-50 and was
reported by Cote to be 2.9 eV. It 1S in good agreement with the
RPI-value. With higher energy above-about 200 keV the number of
resonances resolved by the RPI-measurements becomes smaller than
that of the recent Duke measurements by Farrell due to their
better resolution. Farrell has measured up to 600 keV and assigned
neutron widt~ to the s-wave resonances. The narrow resonances ob-
served in the capture measurements have extremely small neutron
widths and were therefore and because ofthe lack of resonance-
potential Lnt er-r eronce assigned by Stieglitz et a l , to be very
probably p-wave resonances.
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1t is, however, possible that some of the weaker resonances
are d -wave resonances. This is valid for all er-isotopes.
Concerning Cr-52 (Table 1b) in the energy range 150 eV - 270 eV
there is more structure in the resonance cross section than ob-
served by the RP1-group. This is shown by the measurements of
Bowman et a L, anti Beer et al. who attributed this structure
mainly to higher l-wave resonances. The results of the s-wave
resonance parameters of the Duke, Karlsruhe and the RP1 group
agree, however, fairly. There are some differences of the order
of 1 - 2 % in the resonance energies given by the RP1 and the
Duke group. The agreement between the RP1 and the Karlsruhe-
results is quite good for the strong s-wave resonances. For
the four p-wave resonances to which by both groups g'P~ -va Luas
were assigned differences are encountered except for the 132
keV r-es ona nce , This resonance was also measured by Bowman et a L,
and his results, too, agree weIl with the RPI- and Karlsruhe-
results. The agreement between the other Duke results anu the
Karlsruhe results is in general good in the range where both
groups have measured i.e. above 100 keV. The resonance observed
by Bowman et al. at 119 keV seems to be according to the Karls-
ruhe measurements a superposition of the s-wave resonances at
118 keV and at about 121 keV. The same is valid for the reso-
nances observed at 138 keV by Bowman and at 141.4 keV by Stieglitz.
Between Stieglitz et al. and/or Bowman et al. on one side and Beer
et al. on the other side there are some differences in the assign-
ment of resonances to higher 1 (,>0) wave neutr'ons ,
The RP1-group has only measured up to 300 keV, Bowman from the
DUke-group up to more than 600 keV. More recent measurements do
not exist in this range.
Concerning er-53 (Table Ie) in the energy range between 95 keV and
200 keV mueh more resonances were observed by the Karlsruhe group:
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20 resonances in comparison to the 3 resonances observed by
the RPI-group since the former group had a better energy re-
solution. Below 100 keV good agreement is observed between
the two parameter sets not only in the neutron widths but
also in the spin assignments. No evidence of the 3.6 keV and
the 10.5 keV resonances observed by the Oak Ridge-group by
Good et al. was found in the RPI-measurements.
Concerning Cr-54 (Table Id) no evidence of the 26.5 keV re-
sonance reported by Bilpuch et al. was seen in the RPI-measure-
ments. The radiation width could only be determined for one
s-wave resonance in Cr-54. A number of smaller resonances above
120 keV reported by Farrell et al. was not observed in the
RPI-measurements probably due to inadequate instrumental re-
solution.
I would like to summarize the present status of resonance in-
formation for the chromium isotopes.
For Cr-50, er-54 resonance information is now available also
above 100 keV.
For Cr-53 much more resonance information exists than in 1966,
parameters are known up to about 300 keV.
Some capture widths are also known now, but except for Cr-52
only below 100 keV. For er-54 the information about radiation
widths is still very poor, only one r~-value is known but
for six resonances capture areas were determined.
Concerning the cross sections in the resonance region it is
immediately evident that the total cross section is weIl known
from all these transmission measurements mentioned in the dis-
cussion of the resonance parameters. For Cr-50 one may rely on
the RPI- and Farrell-results, for er-52 on the RPI~ and Bowman-
results, for Cr-53 on the RPI- and Karlsruhe-results and for
Cr-54 on the RPI- and Farrell-results. Below some keV, the
energy of the lowest resonance, there exist the measurements of
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-- /Melkonian ,et al. / 1/ in the range 0.01 - 170 eV and of Cote
et al. in the region 1.3 - 3.0 keV. Both authors were already
m~ntioned in the discussion on resonance parameters. With re-
garu to the radiative capture cross section the situation is
not so good. At thermal energy a number of measurements exist
and the capture cross section is there well-known. In_the eV-range up to
25 keV till 1964 no measurements existed. In 1964 the Russian
lead pile measurements of Kapchigashev and Popov /157 have be-
come available, starting at 30 eV. Below 600 eV the dnta show
already a clear 1/ V dependence of G'tr a nd therefore i t is
justified to extrapolate 6 11 below 30 eV down to thermal ener-
gies. Above 25 keV point ...vis e given cross section values are
available from four earlier measurements of
Belanova /117 1958/60 at 25 keV, 220, 830 keV
Gibbons et al. /127 1961 at 30 keV, 65 keV
Diven et a1. /137 1960 between 175 keV and 1 MeV
Staviskii, Shapar /147 1962 between 35 keV and 1 MeV
Between the results of Gibbons, Diven and Staviskii, Shapar
is good agreement, whereas the results of Belanova are about
one order of magnitude higher. No reason is known for this
discrepancy. Below 50 keV the lead pile data of Kapchigashev et al.
are rather low comparedin particular to the Gibbon's value at
30 keV. Tr.. the last years two sets of capture data on chromium
have been published. The first was by Spitz et al. /107. These
were ratio measurements on natural chromium relative to the
capture cross sectionof indium in the energy range 8 - 120 keV.
Spitz' results are systematically higher than all other measure-
.
ments; below 20 keV by about 50%, around 30 keV by a factor of 5.
These higher capture cross section data are confirmed by the RPI-
measurements of Stieglitz et nl. /-97. They have derived from
their capture yield measurements interval averaged capture cross
sections for natural chromium in the range 10 keV to 200 keV
(10 keV-intervals up to 100 keV).
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Their average values are higher than the other experimental
results except those of Spitz et al. by a factor 2 till 5.
Only in the interval 150 - 200 keV their average ~~-value
is lower than the measurements there. The discrepancies are
not so high in comparison with the already relative high Be-
lanova-results.
Resonance neutron nuclear datafor iron
The first systematic study of Fe-resonances was again perfor-
med by Hibdon !...-'1:7 in 1957 with sampl.es of natural Fe a nd al-
so sampies enriched in Fe-54 and Fe-56. It covered the range
from 1 keV to 410 keV. Still more extensive measurements were
made by the group from Duke University /-57. One of them,Seeth
made a careful (area) analysis of the 28.3 keV resonance in
Fe-56 but he obtained for the neutron scattering width nearly
twice the value of Hibdon (see Table 11 b). The Duke measure-
ments on natural iron covered the energy range 1 keV - 215 keV,
on a sample enriched in Fe-54 the range from 4 to 135 keV. The
energy resolution of thistransmission measurement was worse
than in Hibdon's experiment (HibdonAE: 300 eV - 700eVj Duke
group A E: 1 keV - 5 keV). For a comparison of these two first
resonance rrieasurements on the Fe-56-isotope we need only to
consider Table II b). Thereis not onlya strong discrepancy
for the 10west resonance found by Hibdon and the Duke group
of Bilpuch et al. at about 28/29 keV, but also for all other
resonances detected by both groups except that at 83.5 keV.
There is uo systematic trend in this discreparicy: most neutron
widths of Hibdon are much lower than those of the Duke group
but some of th?m are also higher. No reason is knownfor the
strong discrepancies. Also a shift in the resonance energies
is observed between both measurements. Bowman et al. /-67 fram
the Duke University graup extended in 1962 the resonance measure-
ments on Fe-54 up to 500 keV starting at 95 keV and on Fe-56 up
ta more than 600 keV starting at 185 keV.
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As in the case of chromium he had a better energy resolution
than the form"r Duke-experiment but a still worse energy re-
solution than Hibdon. A comparison of the results of Bowman
et ale and Hibdon in the table on Fe-56 resonance parameters
shows that the resonance positions are in very good agreement
but that the scattering widths are again discrepant by a faetor
of 1.5 up to 3. In 1963 Hibdon has remeasured and reanalyzed
the total cross section in the neighbourhood of the 131 keV
r esonance in Fe-56 very caretutLy, He has come to nearly the
same value of the neutron width as the Duke group. It seems
that something in his former measurements or analysis has not
been correct. Be10w the first resonance observed in Fe-56 by
the Duke group and also by Hibdon a resonance at 1.2 keV was
detected in capture measurements of Isakovet a1. /167 with
the slowing-down-time-spectrometer. This resonance is extreme-
1y sma11 in comparison to all other iron-resonances and its
radiation width is much larger than its scattering width. The
most comprehensive studies on this resonance were done by
Moore et al. /177 in 1963. In the years 1964 t '; l l.. ..... 1971 a number
of resonal1.ce measurements on natural iron and iron isotopps
were reported, 8mong them more transmission than capture measure-
ments. The following groups have to be mentioned in this context:
Moxon /187 from Harwell performed in 1965 capture measurements
in the energy range 1 to 50 keV. He deduced resonance parameters
for the three Fe-isotopes Fe-54, Fe-56, Fe-57.
Good et a1. /-47 from Oak Ridge made in 1965 transmission
measurements below 50 keV on a sampie enriched in Fe-57. The
energy resolution was better than 2%.
Macklin et ale /197 from Oak Ridge performed capture and trans-
mission measurements up to 80 keV on samples enriched in Fe-56
and in Fe-57. The time resolution of his measurements was lying
between 3 and 10 nsec/m. As in Moxon's capture studies also in
Mack1in's capture measurements severa1 smal1 resonances were de-
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tected whieh eould not be resolved in transm~ssion meRsure-
ments. This is true of the resonanees at 22 and J6 keV in
Fe-56, at 17 and 20.5 keV in Fe-57.
Rohr, Friedland, Nebe /207 from Karlsruhe performed with an
overall resolution of 0.39 nsee/m total neutron cross seetion
measurements on natural Fe and analyzed them. Resonanee para-
meters were obtained for Fe-56 in the region 70 keV - 250 keV.
Rohr, Müller /217 made in 1963 transmission measurements on
enriehed Fe-57 sampies with a time resolution of 0.4 nsee/m.
This resolution was aeeording to the authors not suffieient
to allow a resonanee parameter determination above 200 keV.
They have analyzed their results for the elastie and inelastic
senttering half widths and the resonanee spins in the region
20 keV - 200 keV.
Ernst et al. /227 from Karlsruhe investigated iron resonances
by neutron capture measurements ou enrtchod Fe-56 s ampt es with
a time resolution of hetter than 2 nsoe/m. Preliminary results
from the analysis of their data have just recently become avai-
lable.
Beer et BI. /26/ performed in 1970 transmission measurements on
Fe-54 in thc energy r~nge 10 keV up to 300 keV with an energy
resolution of about 0.4 nsec/m. The data have been analyzed just
recently and the preliminary results are given in Table 11 a).
Garg et Rl. /237 performed in 1964 transmission measurements on
natural iron with a time resolution of 0.5 nsec/m. The energy
range between 200 eV and a few MeV was covered. In 1971 up to
200 keV a detailed R-matrix multilevel analysis of the data was
done and the results of it are given in thc Tables 11 a) - 11 d)
on resonance parameters of the Fe-isotopes.
Hockenbury ci Al. /247 from Oak Ridge made a very comprehensive
capture measurement on natural Fe and for the isotop~c assigment
on sampies enriched Fe-54, Fe-56, Fe-57, Fe-58. The high"st re-
solution reaehed in this measur0ment was 1.3 nsee/m between 25
a nd 200 keV.
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Resona nees eould b» resolved up to 70 keV. Mueh more re-
sonanees were observed in these eapture measurements than
in earlier transmission measurements, up to 130 keV 50 reso-
nanees in eompnrison to 15 resonanees deteeted till 1966
in transmission measurements. For the resonanees for whieh
the neutron widths were known from ~T-measurements a nd for
whieh r y\ :i>' r 2r' the radiation widths were determined by
Hoekenbury et al. For the narrower resonanees, mostly assigned
to p-wave neutrons by Hoekenbury et al., only in the enses
where rV\ <.< 11f a value of 9·rh eould be determined by the
authors from the area under the eapture resonane8. For the
r.·r
other resonanees S "r ft was obtained from the resonanee
eapture area by applying sampIe self-shielding and multiple
seattering eorreetions.
Above 250/300 keV only Bowman et al. have analyzed their
measured data a nd also lIibdon for some isotopes. Sä nc e these
da t a are 1 isted in BNL 325 (l966) nd(2~u edition Suppl. 2)
and sinee they are not used here for eomparison with more re-
cent measurements they are not tabulated in the tables 11 a)
a nd b) •
Coneerning Fe-54 (Table I1a) below 100 keV good agreement is
observed between all available results. Above 100 keV there
are differenees encountered not in the resonance energies
found by the different experimental groups but in the neutron
widths assigned by them. The neutron width determined by
Garg et al. for the resonanee at 71.8 keV $eems too high eompared
with the other results available. The differences in the neutron
.
width of the resonances in the range 100 keV - 130 keV ean also
not be explained. Two resonances were observed in this range by
Bilpueh et al. and Garg et al. whose neutron widths differ by
more than a faetor 2. Bowman et al. and Beer et al. have de-
tected only one resonanee in this range at about 130 keV, the
other resonanee at about 102 keV was not observed by them.
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1'heir neutron widths for the 130 keV-resonance differ by a
factor of nearly 2.5. At higher energies further discrepancies
in the neutron widths assigned by Bowman et al. and byBeer
et al. are encountered, e.g. around 173 keV, around 230 keV and
245 keV.
Concerning Fe-56 (1'able 11 b) much more resonances were detected
in the capture measurement by Hockenbury et al. than previously
known. 1'he resonance energies of Fe-56 found by Hockenbury et al.
are in very good agreement with those found by Ernst et al. w1th
almost the same energy resolution (Ernst: 2 nsec/m, Hockenbury:
1.3nsec/m). 1'he capture areas determined by them agree fairly with
each other, differences of abOüt 30% are encountered. 1'he neutron
widths obtained by the different experimentalists agree in general
weIl. Strong discrepancies are only encountered
_ for the resonance at about 122 keV between thern -value given
by Garg et a1. and the corresponding value obtailled by the
other groups. Since the difference is just one order of magni-
t ude a nd s Lnc e the parameters of the other resonances determined
by Garg et al. are in good agreement with other reported va lues ,
it cannot be excluded that there is a writing error in the quoted
number f or \'n .
'- a nd '-ii's we1'1' known from the former discussion for the majority
of the Fe-56 resonances found by Hibdon between his results for
the neutron widths and the results of the other investigators.
Concerning Fe-57 (1'able 11 c) a comparison of the resonance
parameters for the first two resonances in Fe-57 ofabout 4
and 6 keV shows that the available values are in good agreement
apart fromthe r", -value obtained by Garg for the 6.28 keV reso-
nance. No reason is known for this discrepancy. Above 10 keV two
kinds of comparisoncan be made:
1. for the resonances at about 12 keV and about 17 keV between
the results of Moxon, Macklin and Hockenbury. 1'he values of
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the capture areas obtained by Moxon and by Macklin for
the two resonances agree within their mutual uncertain-
ties, but the results of Hockenbury lie outside the
assigned error bars.
2. for the resonances above 25 keV between the neutron
widths of Good et a1. and those of Rohr et ale Here
good agreement is observed. Above 50 keV the only
available data on resonance energies and neutron
widths for Fe-57 are coming from Rohr et ale Accor-
ding to Rohr et ale in the energy range 120 - 156 keV
also another parameter set may give an adequate des-
cription of the cross section behaviour since a large
number of resonances is superimposed.
For Fe-58 (Table Ir d) only one reSOnance measurement was
carrieu out, that by Hockenbury et ale From this experi-
ment resonance energies are known up to 10 keV and for the
first two resonances capture areas were determined.
The resonance information available for the Fe-isotopes
is summarized by the following facts: The available in-
formation about the neutron capture in Fe-resonances has
increased in the last years but it is still not suf f Lc Lerrt •
Below 50 keV for Fe-54, 56, 57 j r n rg- -valuesr
or even some r ~-values are known, but below 50 keV means
for example that only three resonances in Fe-'-54 are situated
there. The neutron widths are in general well-known for the
s-wave resonances in the stable iron-isotopes except for
Fe-58. For the higher l-wave resonances, however, spin
assignments and consequently accurate values for the neutron
widths are lacking.
For Fe-58 the available resonance information is very scarce.
Concerning the total cross section measurements in the reso-
nance region the measurements of Hibdon on natural iron were
carried out with the best energy resolution in comparison with
o t har earliel' meas ur-emerrts ,
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The measurements Jy Bi1puch et a1. 1961, Bowman et a1. 1962,
Good et a1. 1965, Mack1in et al. 1964had a worse resolution.
The best resolution in recent transmission measurements of
0.5 nsec/m was obtained by Garg et al. /227. He covered also
a large energy range from 200 eV to some MeV. The Karlsruhe
group /20, 21, 26/ had an equally good resolution but the
measurements were not performed on all stable Fe-isotopes
and the measurements On natural Fe started at an energy of
10 keV.
As far os the 5apture crosssection is concerned HS in the
case of chromium, its thermal yalue is well-known. In the
range from epithermal up to 1 MeV we have the same rather
old measurement series as for chromium, namely that of
Delanova 1958/60 /117 at 25, 220, 830 keV
Gibbons et al. 1961 /127 at 30, 65 keV
Diven et ale 1960 /137 between 175 keV - 1 MeV
Staviskii, Shapar 1962 /147 between 36 keV - 1 MeV
In addition resonance capture cross section measurements
exist from
Isakov et a1. /1671961 1°.1 eV - 50 keV
Macklin et al. /197 1964/10 keV - 60 keV on1y Fe-56, Fe-57
1967 J 125, 150, 182 keV
Moxon, Rae /277 1963-65 J 1 keV - 100 keV
Ma1yshev eta1. /287 1964,30 keV - 1.4 MeV
Mitze1, P1end1 /297 1964) 10 keV - 60 keV
and also more recent measurements of
Chou /307 1970 1 eV - 50 keV
Hockenbury et al. /247 1969 100 eV - 200 keV
Ernst et al. /227 1970 7 - 200 keV only Fe-56
The Mitzel et al~ and Isakov et al. measurements are measure-
ments using a slowing-down-time-spectrometer. But in spite of
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the fact that they used the same method, discrepancies were
encountered in the results of both measurements and some time
has passed until they became solved. The first discrepancy
was given by an energy shift of the two G'r(E) -curves by
about 1 - 3 keV at energies above 2 keV and the second dis-
crepancy by the different peak heights in the capture cross
section from both experiments. This latter difference was
clarified and is due to differences in the amount of impurity
admixtures in the iron samples used in both measurements. The
first discrepancy could not be solved but it was the Mitzel
et ale measurement at Karlsruhe in which the energy scale
was wrong. This was found out by Chou /307 who repeated the
measurement in Karlsruhe with the same slowing-down-time-
spectrometer as used by Mitzel et al. Chou could also con-
firm the correctness of thereason responsible forthesecond
discrepancy, i.e. with his very pure iron samples he did not
observe any resonance structure in iron below 1.2 keV, the
lowest resonance in Fe-56. Thus the differences between the
measurements with a slowing-down-time-spectrometer are weIl
understood. The larGost discrepancies in the resonance cap-
ture cross section of iron, however, exist in the range
1 keV - lOOkeV between the lead pile measurements on one
side and the linear accelerator measurements made at Harwell
and Oak Ridge on the other side. On the average they differ
by a factor 2 - 3. Among themselves the Harwell- (Moxon, Rae)
and Oak Ridge- (Macklin) results are in good agreement except
for the Fe-56 resonance at 28 keV. The large difference there
is probably due to the fact that the Harwell measurements were
not corrected for multiple scattering. The 28 keV resonance is
.
the lowest strong scattering resonance in natural iron, so that
multiple scattering corrections would be particularly necessary
there. The other differences between the Harwell- and Oak Ridge-
values are smaller and due to differences in the isotopic compo-
sition of the samples. The discrepancies with respect to the
lead pile measurements are so far unexplained.
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Also the recent lead pile measurements of Chou give results
which agree within 10% with the two other lead pile measure-
ments out are systematically lower than the results using
other experimental methods.
Resonanee neutron nuclear Jata for Nickel
Nickel shows a similar level strueture as iron: ~arge s-wave
resonances superimposed by many narrow resonances. The analySis
of Nickel resonance cross section data is eomplicated by a
closer level spacing than iron.
Before 1958 no resonance.parameter analysis on Ni-resonance
cross sections was performed oy any laboratory, only trans-
mission measurements in which broad resonances were observed
since these measurements were done on natural nickel and thus
contained anoverlapping of the resonance structure of the
different stable isotopes. Also the energy resolution was in
most eases very bad. The first extensive experimental end
-------J'lf"~~~~ork-on--N-±_-res-ona_ne_es___beeame___ava_~-rorGUti'p)------------­
from Duke University /-57. They measured the total cross
section on Ni-samples enriched in the main isotopes Ni-58
and Ni-60 in the energy range from 3 to 230 keV. The energy
resolution in their measurements varied between 1 keV and 5 keV.
No resonanee could be attributed by the authors with any cer-
tainty to lligher l-wave neutrons. In order to ob t a Ln a satis-
factory fit to their measured <;;T-data in the lower keV-range
they introduced a resonance at negative energy of - 28.5 keV
with the redueed neutron width of 70 eV. In 1964 Garg et ale
/237 performed transmission measurements on natural Ni-samples
in the range between 200 eV to about 340 keV. As we know already
from their measurements on iron they had a good resolution of
0.5 nsee/m. Garg et ale made in 1964 no parameter analysis. They
extracted only the resonance energies and the isotopic assign-
ment of the resonances. These results agree in general weIl with
the corresponding values of the Duke group (see Table 111 a) - e»
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Only below 30 keV there seems to be an energy shift between
both measürement series. The resonance energies found by the
Duke group are about 1 to 2 keV higher than those found by
Garg. Up to 1966 no uew measurements on Ni-resonances became
available and the situation was as foliows:
For Ni-62 ouly oue resouance was known, for Ni-64 and Ni-G1
no resonance parameters were known and even no resonances
assigned. For the most abundant isotopes Ni-58 and Ni-GO no
resonance parameters were known above about 200 keV. No ra-
diation width for any of the Ni-resonances had been measured.
No higher l-wave resonanceswere known in contrary to iron
a nd chromium.
In comparison to thesituation at that time for iron- and
chromium-resonances the resonance information for the nickel
isotopes was extreme1y bad. This exp1ains the 1arge number of
resonance cross section measurements performed in the then
following years. All the authors of these recent measurements
are already known to us from their resonance measurements on
Fe- or er-isotopes.
Transmission measurements were performed by the following groups:
Farrell et al. from Duke University in 1966 !..-7l on Ni-58, Ni-60,
Ni-62, Ni-64 in the range 100 keV - 600 keV using an energy re-
solution oi1 keV.
Good et al. from Oak Ridge in 1965 /-47 on Ni-61 üp to 50 keV
with an energy resolution better than 2%.
eho , Fröhner et a1. from Karlsruhe in 1970 /32/ on Ni-58, Ni-60,
Ni-61 in the energy range 10 - 250 keV with a time resolution between
0.2 - 0.5 nsec/m.
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Beer et al. from Karlsruhe in 1970 /257 on Ni-52, Ni-64 in
the region 10 keV - 300 keV with a time resolution of 0.4
nsec/m. Preliminary results are available.
stieglitz et al. from RPI in 1969/70 /-97 on Ni-60 between
0.1 - 400 keV with aresolution of 0.6 nsec/m.
Garg et al. /~37 performed in 1971 aR-matrix multilevel
analysis oi their uata measured in :)..964, from which they
had originally only extracted the resonance energies.
Capture measurements were carried out by the followingauthors:
Hockenbury et al. /247 trom Oak Ridge in 1969 on Ni-58, Ni-60,
Ni-61, Ni-62, Ni-64 in the energy range between 100 eV and
200 keV with an energy resolution of 1.3 nsec/m at best.
Ernst et al. /227 from Karlsruhe in 1970 on Ni-58, Ni-60,
Ni-61 in the region between 7 and 200 keV with a time reso-
lution better than 2 nsec/m.
Stieglitz et al. /-97 from RPI in 1969/70 on Ni-60 between
0.1 a nd 200 keV.
In the Tables 111 a) - e) a survey is given on the resonance
parameters extracted from all these measurements. Hockenbury
et al. determined radiation widths only for those resonances
whose neutron widths are weIl known. For most of the other
resonances the resonance capture areas ~ rnrrr corrected
for multiple scattering effects and resonance self-shielding
were given. Stieglitz et al. have followed the same procedure:
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for the resonanees observed in their transmission as weIl as
in their capture measurements they have given radiative eap-
ture widths, for the other resonanees only the correeteu eap-
ture areas. As in the ease 01' iron the small resonanees were
assigned to p-wave neutrons. It may be, however, that at least
some 01' them have to be attributed to higher l-wave neutrons.
The resonanee parameters given in the tables under referenees
FröhOer /327 were obtained by an analysis 01' transmission
measurements by Fröhner et al. /327 and 01' eapturemeasure-
ments by Ernst et al. /227. These results are preliminary.
Coneerning Ni-58 (Table 111 a) resonanees were resolved up to
130 keV by Hoekenbury a nd Fröhller et a L, They had an equally
good energy resolution and therefore the agree-
ment in resonanee positions and assigned parameters is very
good. But also the resonanee parameters found for the s-wave
resonanees in this range by Garg et a1. and by Bi1pueh et a1.
agree weIl with eaeh other.
Above 130 keV the resolution 01' the Fröhner- and Hoekenbury-
measurements was not high enough to separate different levels.
Above t his energy the result-s-~--1"eH----et-~aa----I3p<Fr'€e'€dl~o)-------------­
minant role. In addition to them exist only for the large
s-wave resonanees parameters from Bilpueh et al. anu Garg et
al. For the resonanees at about 157 keV and between 136 -
140 keV some di1'ferenees are observed in the resonanee posi-
tions and also the neutron widths. The value given by Dil-
pueh et al. for the neutron width 01' the resonanee at about
157 keV seems to be too low eompared with the two values re-
ported by Farrell and by Garg. From the neutron widths given in
the energy range 136 - 140 keV it seems as if the resonanees
found by Farrell at 138 keV was observed by Garg at 140.5 keV
and the resonanee assigned by Farrell to be at 136 keV was de-
teeted at 137.5 keV by Garg. 11' this is true, then there is a
diserepaney eneountered between the neutron width reported by
Farre11 and by Garg for this latter resonance. The high value
in the neutron width given by Bilpuch for the resonanee at
138.5 keV can be understood, since he has detected instead OI
the - according to Farrel and Bilpuch - two resonances of al-
most ~qual width only one larger resonance. Radiative capture
widths are known for Ni-58 from most recent analysis work for
the s-wave resonances up to 130 keV.
Concerning Ni-50 (Table III b) below 100 keV t he mostimportant
experimental and analysis work was done by Stieglitz et al.,
Hockenbury et ale and Fröhner, Ernst et ale Excellent agreement
is observed in the resonance energies of the three parameter
sets although in some cases Hockenbury et ale have nüssed a
smaller resonance detected by Fröhner and Stieglitz. The re-
sonance parameters of these three sets are also in good agree-
ment with each other. The results of Bilpuch et ale and of Garg
et ale for s-wave resonances are equally in accordanee with the
results of the three main measurement series. Above 120 keV the
resonances could not be resolved in the measurements of Er öhner
et ale and Hockenbury et al. In this energy range the results
of Farrel et ale and also of Stieglitz et ale are available. The
parameter sets reported by both authors are in good agreement
with each other and as far as the s-wave resonances are con-
cerned in general also with results of Bilpuch et ale and of Garg
et al. There are three cnses in which the discrepancies in the
neutron width values are considerable, namely for the resonances
at about 108 keV and at about 161 keV Garg et ale have obtained
from their analysis a value for the neutron width which seems
too high (factor 2 and 3 resp.) in comparison with the other re-
ported values and for the resonance at about 197 keV Bilpuch
et ale have obtained a neutron width higher by a factor of about
2 compared to the three other results for this resonance.
Radiation widths are known for :Ni=60 resonances from the most
recent measurements only for the s-wave resonances up tö about
160 keV.
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For Ni-GI (Table !II c) three parameter sets exist: that of
Good et Rl., of Hockenbury et al. and of Fröhner, Ernst et al.
Good et al. have in general only detected s-wave resonances
in their measurements and analyzed. The resonance positions
given by the just mentioned three groups are in good agree-
ment,although some resonances around 26 keV and 13 keV were
very probably missed in the measurements of Hockenbury et al.
and although only the positions of s-wave resonances were
given by Good et al. Spin assignments to the resonances were
only made by the Fröhner group. A comparison of the resonance
parameters is not so easily done since the three groups have
reported different quantities. Using the spin assignments of
Fröhner et al. one sees that the capture areas given by
Hockenbury for the resonances at 7.12 keV and at 8.71 keV
are consistent with the parameters given by Fröhner et al.
Below 7 keV tlO c0mparison is possible since Fröhner has not
measured there. The capture areas reported by Hockenbury Rt
24.8 keV and 27.6 keV cannot be compared with results of Fröh-
Uer since the latter has detected around these energies more
than one resonance. The results of Good et al. are for most
of the analyzed resonances not in concordance with the rn -values
obtained by Fröhner et al. at leastif one relies on the spin
assignments as given by Fröhner et al.
Above 70 keV no resonance parameters exist for Ni-61. Radiation
widths are known for most s-wave resonances up to about 40 keV.
For Ni-62 (TableIII d) only two comprehensive measurement series
were performed: that of Farrell et al. and of ßeer et al., where
ßeer et al. have had an energy limit of 300 keV for separating the
different levels. Between the resonance energies and also the
neutron widths determined by both groups is excellent agreement.
Some resonances, however, are attributed by Beer et al. to s-wave
neutrons, whereas by Farrell to higher l-wave neutrons. In addi-
tion to these two measurement series there are up to about 150 keV
sOme results of Garg et al. which are in concordance with the re-
sults of Beer and Farrell.
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R.ldiative eapture widths are only known for the resonanee at
4.6 keV.
Coneerning Ni-64 (Table 111 e) the main investigators of the
resonanee properties are as in the ease of Ni-62 Beer et al.
and F~'rell et al .• Hoekenbury et al. have measured resonance
energies up to about 80 keV and determined a capture area for
the first resonance. The energies and parameters assigned to
the resonances of Ni-64 by Beer et a1. and F arrell et a L, are
in good agreement apart from the neutron width for the reso-
nance at about 163 keV which differs by a faetor of about 2.
In the range between 200 keV and 230 keV Beer et al. have de-
tected three additional resonanees compared with those of
Farreli. Alsothe assignment of the resonances to higher l-wave
neutrons is in coneordance in the two sets of F arrell and Beer.
Above 290 keV up to about 600 keV the results of Farrell are
the only ones available. No capture widths are known for Ni-64,
only the capture aren for the first resonanee.
Summarizing the gaps in the resonanee information for the
stable Ni-isotopes one ean say that the information on higher
l-wave resonanees in particular spin assignments . is not yet
sati8factory for all Ni-isotopes.
This means that the resonanee cross sections ean be weIl des-
cribed by resonance parameters in the neighbourhood of strong
s-wave resonanees but not in the valleys between them with all
the superimposed higher l-wave resonanees. Coneerning the ra-
diation widths no information is available for Ni __64, for
Ni-58 and Ni-60 above about 100 keV, for Ni-61 above about
40 keV and for Ni-62 only one capture width is known. For
Ni-GI no resonanees, even no s-wave resonanees, are known
above about 80 keV.
Coneerning the total cross section in the resonance region we
have already mentioned all the transmission measurements per-
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formed on Ni-isotopes. The whole resonance energy range up








3 - 330 keV Bilpuch et al.,100 keV - 600 keV Farrell
et a L, , 10 - 250 keV Frö~hner et a I ,
3 - 330 keV Bilpuch et al., 100 keV - 600 keVFarrell
et al., 10 - 250 keV Fröhfner et al., 100 eV - 400 keV
Stieglitz et a L,
10 - 250 keV Fröhner et al., 1 keV - 50 keV Good et al.
10 keV - 300 keV Beer et a.L,.; 100 keV - 600 keV Farrell
et al.
200 eV - 340 keV Garg et al.
So the total cross section is weIl determined in the resonance
range except perhaps for Ni-61 in the upper region. One .has only
to add together the contributions from the several isotopes to
the total cross section at one and the same energy.
Concerningthe resonance .capture cross section between thermal
energies and 25 keV no G'-,r-values were known before 1960. Between
25 keV and 200 keV only some scattering experimental results
existed coming essential1y from the same authors as the first
capture results for iron and chromium, namely from
Belanova 1958/60 /117
Gibbons et al. 1961 /127
Diven et al. 1960 /137
at 25 keV, 220 keV, 830 keV
at 30, 65 keV
between 175 keV - 1 MeV
staviskii,
Shapar 1962 " 36 keV - 1 MeV
In addition resonance capture cross section measurements on Nickel
were carried out by
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Isakov et al. 1961 /247






0.1 eV - 50 keV
30, 65 keV (samevalues asgiven ·earlier
by Gibbons)
125, 150, 182 keV
125 keV
15, 30, 50, 65 keV
30 eV - 30 keV
Kapchigashev et al. investigated more thouroughly than Isakov
et al. the radiative neutrons capture in natural nickel by using
also a slowing-down-time-spectrometer. They applied on their re-
sults the important correction for multiple scattering before
capture. Kapchigashev et al. found from 30 eV up to 1.5 keV a
clear 1/'1/ dependence of <5r so that below 1 keV the capture
cross section is well-known. Above 3 keV the results of Isakov
et ale are much higher than the results of Kapchigashev et al.
due to thc multiple scattering correction. The last value of
Kapchigashev at about 32 keV agrees wellwith the result cf
Gibbons et ale at 30 keV but both are by a factor of2 lower
than staviskii's result at 35 keV. There is even a discrepancy
between the Staviskii value at 175 and the Diven value at this
energy in spite of the fact that the Staviskii results were nor-
malized to Diven's 400 keV-value. At the other energies the
agreement between Diven and Staviskii is however good on the
average. As for iron and chromium Belanova's results lie ex-
tremely high above all other results. This is only partly due
to the fact that these results were not corrected for multiple
scattering effects. Also for the experimental results ofBerg-
qUist, Starfeit it is not clear from their report whether this
kind of correction has been applied or not. In the last years
as we know already from the discussion of resonance parameters
new capture measurements became available, carried out by the
following authors:
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on Ni-58, 60, 61, 62, 64 up to 200 keV
on Ni-GO up to 200 keV
on natural nickel from 8 keV up to 120 keV
measured relative to ~~In)
Hoekenbury et al.
Stieglitz et al.
Ernst et a L,
Spitz et ale 1107
on Ni-58, 60, 61 up to 200 keV and
The results of the Spitz et ale measurements are mueh higher
(by a faetor of about 2 above 15 keV and below 15 keV by more
than that) than the experimental results of Kapehigashev et ale
and of Gibbons et al. in the measured range 8 - 120 keV. The
da ta of Staviskii et al. are in good agreement with those o~
Spitz. The Belanova value at 25 keV is still higher than Spitz'
results by 10 - 20%. A eomparison of the Hoekenbury results is
not so easily to perform beeause of all the isotopieal eontri-
butions. Stieglitz has only measured on Ni-60 samples.
Some preliminary resu1ts of a measurement of the eapture yield
for several Ni-samples at Harwell confirm the higher cross
seetions of Spitz et a1. as it was stated by Moxon at the
Helsinki conferenee(CN-26/32).
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111. Fast neutron nuclear data for the structural materials:
chromium, iron, nickel
Total cross section
For this cross sectioll type high-resolution and very accurate
measurements were performed on all the three considered struc-
tural mat erial.s by Cierjacks et ai • !...8~7 in Karlsruhe. Since
the availability of these measurements in 1968 the total cross
section can be considered to be well-known. Therefore we·will
only shortly summarize the available high accuracy measurements
performed on the structural materials over a larger energy range.
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As one sees immediate1y from this survey tab1e, for Cr and Ni no other
measurement series exist with such a good energy resolution as the
measurements of Cierjacks et a1. This isa1so the most extensive measure-
ment series covering the whole range above the resonance region up to
15 MeV, the upper energy limit of fast neutrons in reactors. Concerning
Fe the measurements of Car1son et a1. were performed with even a slight1y
better energy' resolution (O~035 vs. 0.043 nsec/m). -Also the Smith
measurements have an energy resolution comparab1e with that of the
Cierjacks experiment. The iron cross sections obtained by Carison et a1.
are in good agreement with the Kar1sruhe-data of Cierjacks et al., not
only with respect to the positions at which structure wasobservedj but
also with regard to the cross section values in the va11eys.
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The most important absorption reactions on the structural
materials are apart from the (n, 't:) process in the keV-range
the (n, p) - and (n,~) process in the MeV-range. For the
main isotopes they are mostly exothermal. These processes
and in addition the inelastic scattering will therefore be
discussed in particular detail.
Radiative capture croSs section
For the capture cross section almost no measurements are
available in the range 1 to 10 MeV neither for natural Cr,
nor for natural Fe and Ni. ForCr and Fe at least one
6~ -value of CVelbar et al. /377 at 14.iMeV exist which can
be used to normalize a theoretically calculated curve.
It i8, hQWeVer, not of crllci.al irnportance for fast reactors
to know t:he capt.ure cros s sectio-n of the s t ructur-aL'mater-taj.s
in the higher MeV-range more accurately than about 20%, since
there G'Jr~ (5 p and the (n, p) cross sections are in general
not better known than to about 15%.
(n,p) - c~.i-on
Chromium
The very small number of experiments performed on the(n,p)
cross section of the Cr-isotopes consist of measurements at
only one energy point around 14 MeV. There is one exception:
Kern et al. /387 have performed more extensive measurements
on Cr-52 covering the range 12.3 - 18.25 MeV. Theoretical
model calculations for the (n, p) cross section were p3rfor-
med by a number of authors
by Ringle /397 on Cr-52 resulting in systematically too
high Grp-values compared with the results




/407 on Cr-50, 52 giving for Cr-52 too lower re-
sults than experiments and too higher re-
sults for Cr-50{only experimental values
around 14 MeV)
/417 at 2, 5, 10, 15 MeV for Cr-50, 52, 53, 54
resulting in higher values for Cr-50, lower
values for Cr-52 compared with experiments,
and fitting well the few available experimen-
tal data for Cr-53, Cr-54.
The statistical model was used by these authors and the improve-
ments reached in the ca:culations are due to an improved treat-
ment of the level density. Common toall theoretical calculations
is the difficulty of acorrect treatment of the Coulomb part in
the potential. The uncertainty in the (n, p) cross section of
chromium is of the order of 30%. An improvement can only be ex-
pected from new measurements in particular for the main isotope
Cr-52. L 12~7
Iron
For the (n, p) cross section of the most abundant Fe-isotope Fe-56
-----------ja-part {rom seve-ral meas-u-relllents--a-rouud 14 MeV and some llIeaSUI emenls
of the fission spectrum average of G(p systematic studies of the
energy dependence of
formea by threegroups:





/427 in 1958 between 3.4 and 8.2 MeV
and 12.4 and 17.8 MeV
/437 in 1964 over the whole energyrange
between the effective threshold of about
4.5 MeV and 20 MeV
/447 in 1965 between 6 - 8.2 MeV and
12.6 - 19.6 MeV
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The three data sets are in good agreement and up to about 13 MeV
the (n, p) cross section of Fe-56 is weIl determined by them.
Around 14 MeV, where mueh more experimental results are avai-
lable, differences between the several measurement series are
encountered in general of the order of 10%, in particular cases
the deviations towards higher values amount to about 30% in com-
parison with the majority of themeasurements. Bullock, Moore /457
and Büttner etal. /407 calculated <:5 p(E) -curves for Fe-56 by
using the statistical model. The shape of the (n, p) cross section
is well reproduced with a slight shift of the maximum to higher
energies but quantitatively the caleulated eurves are both lower
in comparison with experiments. The results of Bulloek et a1.
give better agreement with the experimental values than those
of Büttner etal. The va lues obtained by Eriksson from statist i-
cal theory agree at 5 MeV well withthe experimental data and are
at 10 and 15 MeV mueh higher than most of the measured data.
Apart from Fe-56 the most abundant isotope in natural iron is Fe-54.
It is of partieular importanee for the (n, p) eross seetion of natu-
ral Fe, since the (n, p) reaetion on Fe-54 i8 exothermal and sines
therefore Fe-54 gives in the lower energy range below about 4 MeV
the only eontribution to the (n, p) eross seetion of natural iron.
Systematie measurements for the (n, p) cross section of thib iso-
tope exist only in the range between 2 and about 7 MpV. Above this
energy no extensive studies were performed, only seattered data
points are availablebetween about 14 MeV and 15 MeV. Most of them
are in good agreement. The measurement series available in the




/467 from 1961 between 2.6 and 3.6 MeV
/477 from 1964 between 2.3 and 3.8 MeV
Carroll,Smith /487 from 1965 between 3.55 - 6.02 MeV
Salisbury, Chalmers
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/497 from 1965 between - 6.2 MeV
Above 3.5 MeV these measurements are in good agreement within
their mutual nncertainties. Below 3.5 MeV salisbüry's value at
2.23 MeV and van Loef's result at 2.6 MeV are iar.above the
G( - curve defined by Lauber's experimental data. This dis-p
crepancy is up to now unexplained. If van Loef's and Salis-
bury's results are correct this would give a much higher con-
tribut ion of the (n, p) cross section of Fe-54 to the neutron
absorption of natural Fe below 2 MeV. The change in the (n,p)
cross section would amount to a factor between 2 and J. On the
other side Lauber's measurements are very reliable because of
their normalization to the well-known (n,p) seattering cross
seetion. The fission spectrum average of ~ (Fe-54) gives alsop
no means to decision since the contrilmtion of the energies
btüow 2 MeV 1S onl)" of the order of the experimental un-
certainty of this average.
A theoretical estimate for es (Fe-54) was performed by Büttnerp
etal. /407 but it gives considerable lower results compared
with the experimental data. The f::5. -values calculated byp
Eriksson /417 for Fe-54 are weIl compatible with experimental
data.The abundance of the other two stable isotopes in natural
iron,Fe-57 and Fe-58 is very small. Only scarce experimental
information about their (n, p) cross section exists around 14 MeV.
Since the cross section values for Fe-51 are there of the order
of magnitude of 100 mb ana for F~-58 of 50 mb, their contributions
to thc (n,p) cross section of natural Fe can be COrlsiuered as
n ogLf.g LbLe • {12~7
In eonclusion one can say:
The (n, p) cross seetion of natural Fe is not satisfactorily
known below about 3.5 MeV due to the discrepancies encountered
in the (n, p) cross section of Fe-54 which gives in this range
the only contribution from all Fe-isotopes contained in natural
Fe.
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Furthermore the (n, p) cross section of natural Fe is not
weIl defined in the range between 7 and about 14 MeV be-
cause of the lack of experimental results for ~ (Fe-54)p
and also because of the discrepancies in the experimental
G -data of Fe-56 around 14 MeV.p
Nickel
The (n, p) reaction on Ni-58 i8 exothermal and is the most
important among the neutron absorption processes of the
stable Ni-isotopes in the MeV-range. Therefore, a large num-
bel' of measurements was performed on it. We shall only review
the most extensive measurements. Among them are those of
Meadows, Whalen /507 in 1963 in the energy range 1.04-2.67 MeV
Nakai et a1. /517 in 1962 in the range 1.84 - 4.82 MeV
Konijri , Lauber /52/ in 1963 in the range 2.2 3.8 MeV
Temperley /537 in 1968 in the range 2.2 3.8 MeV a nd
1:3.7 -14.8 MeV
Barry et a1. /547 in 1962 in the range 1.625 - 8.33 MeV,
14.8 MeV
Between the results of Meadows et al., Konij n et al., Barry
and Temperley good agreement is observed in the overlapping
energy regions. Below 3 MeV the agreement wi th the da ta of Nak a L:
et al. isequally good, but above this energy differences o:f 110re
than 20% are encountered between the results of Nakai' et al. and
the other reported results. Between 5 and 13 MeV no measurements
at all are available. In the energy range between 13 and 15 MeV
the two most important (good accuracy of 8%, covering 1arger
energy range) measurement series available are that of Glover,
Weigold /557 from1962 in the range 13.86 - 14.88 MeV
Bowman et ale /567 from 1966 in the range 12.95 - 19.6 MeV
They are in good agreement with each other but in disagreement
with other measurements there, mainly with those of the group of
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Chojnacki, DeCowski /57, 58/ whose results are much higher
(by a factor of 0bout 1.5). They have performed two measure-
ments out the results of the latter /fr87 are even higher than
those of the earlier ones /577. Theoretical studies of the
(n, p) cross section of Ni-58 were carried out by Eriksson /417
at 2 MeV where good agreement is observed and at 5 MeV where
his value is higher and at 15 MeV where his value is lower than
experimental data; by Büttner et al. L4~ using the evaporation
model and obtaining results compatible with existing experiments,
and by Bullock et al. /597 on the basis of the statistical mo-
del, the results of which are cOllsiderable lower than the experi-
mental data.
For Ni-60,the most abundant isotope in natural Ni apart from
Ni-58, except several measurements around 14 MeV and of the
fission spectrum average of () only measurement series exist
p
from the Geel group of
Liskien, Paulsen from 1965 /607 in the range 12.7 - 16.5 MeV
Paulsen
from 1966 /447 in the range 6.2
from 19G7 /617 in the range 5.5
8.3 MeV
6.5 MeV
8.5 - 12.5 MeV
17 20 MeV
No other measurements studying the energy dependence in the (n,p)
cross section of Ni-GO were performed. The (u, p) cross section of
Ni-GO is weIl defined by the Geel measurements above aLout 5.5 MeV
but there is no experimental information between the threshold at
about 2 MeV (effective threshold ai about 4 MeV) and 5.5 MeV.
Concerning the less abundant Ni-isotopes Ni-61, 62, 64 experimental
data are only available for neutron energies around 14 and15MeV.
Since t he measured 14 lvieV-values are still smaller than the corres-
ponding Gp-value for Ni-60 which is much smaller than t:5 (Ni-58) a ndp
also because of their small abundance one can neglect the contri-
butions of these isotopes tothe (n, p) cross section of natural Ni.
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In conclusion on the situation of the (n, p) cross section
of natural nickel one can say that this cross section 1s not
weIl enough defined between about 3.5 MeV and 5.5 MeV due to
the complete lack of experimental data for the (n, p) cross
section of Ni-60 and also due to the discrepancy in the ex-
perimental results for Gl (Ni-58) of Barry and Nakai. Further-p
more there is an uncertainty in the (n, p)-cross section in
the region 9 - 13 MeV due to the lack of experimental results for
cl (Ni-58).p
(n,OV) cross section
Although the (n,~) process is of less importance than the (n, p)
process in structural materials, the neutron absorption by the
(n, d./) process is considerable higher than by radiative capture. /12";~]
~ ;~
Furthermore the swelling and high temperature embrittlement of
fuel c~nning materials by He-buildup due to the (n,OJ reaction
has recently been recognized as a serious safety limitation of
the achievable burnup in fast reactors. A short summary of the
available experimental information on ~~ is therefore given
below.
Chromium
For the chromium isotopes only one ~~value was measured and
this for Cr-54, the isotope with the lowest abundance in chro-
mtum ,
Iron
For Fe-56 all the available es'c=L>-measurements are confined to ther-
mal energies and the results are rather contradictory here (ranging
from 0.01 mb to 40 mb). For Fe-54 one systematic measurement of
Salisbury, Chalmers /457 exists between 2.2 - 6.2 MeV and 13.1 MeV
and 16.8 MeV.
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Between 13 - 15 MeV some other results are available which
are compatible with salisbury's values. Below 4 ~leV Salisbury's
data show after the decrease from higher energies an increase
in the G'e/.J-values to a plateau between 2 a nd 3 MeV. Such a
behaviour is not expected from theory and it is very probably
due to dif.ficulties in measuring this small cross section of
about 5 mb. Because of the smallness of the (n,p)-cross section
this deficiency in Salisbury's measurements is however not of
importance. Between 6.2 and 13 MeV no measurements are available.
Nickel
Concerning nickel only two experimental values at about 14 MeV
exist for Ni-58 and one ~-value measured at 14.8 MeV for Ni-61,
62, 64. In the last years discrepancies have been noted between
the small amounts of helium calculated from known or theoreti-
cally expected (n,~ cross sections for nickel and the experi-
mental results for helium generated in irradiated high-purity
nickel stainless steels /857. It was found out that these large
amounts of helium were generated by the Ni-59 (n,~) Fe-56 reaction
wi th thermal neutrons where the Ni -59 was buil t up by neutron capture
in Ni-58.
As a conclusion one can keep in mind that the situation auout
the (n,~) cross section of the structural materials is very bad
since even for the main isotopes no experimental data exist and
since theoretical calculations are not reliable for the charged
particle reactions as we know from the discussion about the (n,p)
cross section.
The other reactions under emission of charged particles like
(n, d), (n, t), (n, pn), (n, n<:il;) etc. are of less importance for
the neutron absorption of the structural materials in fast reac-
tors because of their high threshold energies. Also the (n,2n)
process contributes only very little and we shall therefore only
shortly summarize the experimental studies on it.
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(n,2 n)-cross section
For chromium the main contribution to the (n, 2n)- cross section
comes up to 13 MeV from Cr-53, since it has the lowest threshold,
but no measurements exist for this isotope. For the Fe-isotopes,
experimental results are only available for Fe-54. As one knows
from nuclear systematics the main contribution to the (n, 2n)
cross section of natural Fe comes, however, from Fe-56 at
energies above the threshold of the (n, 2n) process in Fe-56
i.e. above 11.4 MeV, below this threshold energy from Fe-57
since this Fe-isotope has the lowest (n, 2n) threshold (at
7.8 MeV).
Concerning the nickel isotopes measurements are only available
for Ni-58 and for this isptope over the whole energy range between
threshold and 15 MeV. But the threshold of the (n, 2n) process in
Ni-58 lies at about 12.5 MeV and above this energy the main contri-
bution to the (n, 2n) reaction in natural Ni comes from Ni-GO as
estimates from nuclear systematics show. For adetermination of
the (n, 2n) cross section of natural nickel the measurements on
Ni-58 are therefore of less importance.
Inelastic scatteringcross section
The inelastic scattering process gives apart from the elastic
scattering process in the higher keV- and the MeV-range the main
contribution to the total cross section. Up to a certain energy
the inelastic excitation levels can be resolved experimentally.
The region below this energy is therefore called the region of
discrete levels, whereas the region above this energy is called
the continuum range. For determining the cross sections for
excitation of the discrete levels by inelastic scattering two
alternative experimental methods are in use:
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1. Detection of the scattered neutron and registration
of the number of inelastic scattering events as a
function of the energy of the sC"lttered neutron.
Here one has resolution limitation in the energy
measurement of the scatteredneutron.
2. Detection of the de-excitation gamma rays originating
from the nuclear levels excited by inelastic scattering.
The knowledge about the inelastic scattering cross sections de-
pends therefore strongly on the present knowledge about the level
schemes and the branching ratios in the <>-decay of the different
levels.
Chromium
For natural chromium and the Cr-isotopes rather scarce experimental
information on the total inelastic scattering cross section and
the inelastic excitation cross sections is available. The most com-
prehensive investigation was performed by van Patter et al. /627
covering for Cr-50, 52, 53, 54 the energy range from threshold up to
about 3.3 MeV. For Cr-52 an equally extensive measurement was carried
out by Broder et al. L6~ up to 4 MeV and for natural chromium by
Kiehn et al. /647. The uncertainty of these measurements lies between
15 and 30%. The experimental information is not sufficient to obtain
for all the different levels of the chromium-isotopes a good fit by
means of Hauser-Feshbach.-calculations. But improvements are to be
expected from new measurements of the Studsvik group /757 in the
energy range 2 - 4.5 MeV and of the Oak Ridge group /78, 81/.
Iron
Many measurements were performed on neutron inelastic scattering
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excitation cross sections of energy levels in Fe-isotopes but
apart from some measurements for Fe-54-levels only for the
most abundant isotope Fe-56. In particular most of the experi-
ments are concerned with the 845 keV level in Fe-56 which i5
up to some MeV the most strongly excited level in natural Fe.
Ti11 1966 the mostimportant measurement series was that of
Montague, Paul /657 from1962 because of the fo1lowing reasons:
1. Their measurements were performed for levels in Fe-56
and Fe-54 covering a large energy range from threshold
up to 3.8 MeV.
2. Measured points were obtained at very densely spaced ener-
gies in steps of 50 keV. Other measurements 1ike those of
Nishimura /667 a nd also of Benjamin /677 are not spaced
densely enough in energy at least above about 1.5 MeV and
those of van Patter /687 have also only rather few measu-
red points. Also Gilboy, Towle /äs7 have only measured in
steps of about 200 keV. The dense spacing, however, i5
needed to establish the f1uctuations in the cross section.
3. The authors madea careful anaLysLs of the corrections to
be applied for multiple scatteringand flux alternation
in the sample. Kiehn et al. /707, for example, did not
correct their results for these effects and also van Loef,
Lind /717 made only rough estimates for this correction.
The structure in the inelastic scattering cross section of iron in
the lower MeV-range is at present well defined by recent high-reso-
lution measurements on the 845 keV level in Fe-56, since up to
about 4 MeV this level gives the main contribution to the inelastic
scattering in natural iron.
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Barnard et al. /727 performed in 1968 in the energy range
0.94 - 1.5 MeV in steps of 2.5 keV
measurements of the excitation cross
section for this level ata scattering
angle of 900 with an accuracy between
5 and 7%.
Voß et al. /737 carried out in 1970 gamma ray production
cross section measurements between 0.8 and
4.5 MeV for Ti' _ 845 keV at an average
'-'r-
observation angle for the gamma rays of
1250 with a time resolution of 0.08 nsec/m
and an accuracy of about 12%.
Perey, Kinney et al. /747 performed also an initial set of
measurements on <5 , (Fe-56) below the
n
threshold of the 2nd excited state in
Fe..,.56 with 0.125 nsec/m resolution by de-
tectingthe de-excitation gamma rays.
Voß et al. have in general found good agreement between their
resul tsand the .results of Barnard et a L, They have extended their
measurements also to the higher Fe-56 levels up to about 3 MeV,
but final resu1ts are not yet availab1e. Also point measurements,
i.e. measurements at selected energies, were carried out in the
last years on Fe-levels by several authors, in order to determine
the energy dependence of the inelast.ic scattering cross section in
the higher MeV-range. Among the earlier ones those of
Tsukada et al. /767 from 1961 in the energy range from 3.4 to
4.6 MeV
and of
Hopk I ns , Silbert /777 from 1964 between 2 a nd 5 MeV
should be mentioned.
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More recent measurements are those of
Almen, Wiedling et aL, /757 in 1970 between 2 a nd 4.5 MeV in
steps of about 250 keV at an angle
of 1250 (relative to the (n, p)-
cross section)
Kinney, Perey /787
Broder et ale /797
Bosehung et ale /807
in 1968 between about 4 and 7.6 MeV
in steps of about 40 keV on Fe-56-
levels up to about 4.5 MeV
in 1970 from threshold up to 5.5 MeV
in 1970. They measured differential
inelastic scattering cross sections
c:5 , (E,~) for Fe'""54 and Fe'""56 at
n
about 4 MeV, 5 MeV, 5.6 MeV. The
cross section values integrated over
the scattering angle are not given
by the authors snd are therefore not
compared with the other above measure-
ments.
The results of Broder et al., too, cannot be compared since they
have given the total inelastic cross section values only for natur-
ral Fe. Between the other measurements a comparison is possible.
Concerning the 845 keV level itlFe-56 good agreement is observed
between the results of the Oak Ridge group /78/ and the Studsvik
group /75/ and both data sets are compatible with that of Tsukada
et ale
The results of Hopkins, Silbert, however, are much higher by a
factor between 1.5 and 2.5 than the results of the three other
measurement series.
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Concerning the higher levels in Fe-56 the results of Hopkins
et al. are compatible with those of Kinney et al. The experi-
mental data of the Studsvik group show there a tendency to
lower values in comparison with the results of the two other
groups in particular for the levels higher than 2.7 MeV.
Nickel
Compared to iron much less work has been performed on inelastic
neutron scattering on nickel. For the most abundant Ni-isotopes
Ni-58 and Ni-60 comprehensive measurements on inelastic scattering
for a number of levels were carried out by
Brouer et al. in 1964 /637 between 1.3 - 4 MeV for the levels
in Ni-58 up to 3.3 MeV and in Ni-60
up to 2.2 MeV
and in 1970 /797 between 3.5 - 5.5 MeV giving only G) ,
n
of natural nickel
Towle et al. in 1966 7827 between 1.3 - 4 MeV for the levels
in Ni-58 and Ni-60 up to 3.5 MeV
by Nishimura et a1. /837 in 1965 between 1.3 - 2.6 MeV for the lowest
level at 1.452 MeV in Ni-58 and at 1.33
MeV in Ni-60
by Boschung et ale /807 in 1970 between 5 and 6 MeV on Ni-58 and
Ni-60
by Perey et al. /817 in 1970 between 6.5 and 8.5 MeV on Ni-60
The two latter groups have measured primarily angular distributions
for inelastic scattered neutrons at selected energies.
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A comparison of the data sets from the first three measurement
series shows some large discrepancies for the first excited
level in Ni-60 and Ni~58. In particular for Ni-60 the results
of Broder for the inelastic excitation cross section of the
lowest level at 1.33 MeV are systematically higher below 2.2 MeV
by about 50% than those of Towle. Above 2.2 MeV the differences
1.33
are only of the order of about 20%. Nishimura's GI resultsn,
are very low in comparison to the two other data sets. His curve
has a pronounced minimum at 1.8 MeV. The reason for this discre-
pancy may perhaps be due to the fact that he used natural Ni
sampies and had therefore difficulties to resolve the 1.33 MeV
~ -rays reliably from the 1.45 MeV line which is much stronger
in natural nickel because of the 2.6 times higher abundance of
Ni-58 compared to that of Ni-60. But also for inelastic scattering
to the lowest level in Ni-58 at 1.45 MeV the results of Nishimura
are much lower (a factor of about 1.5) than the corresponding re-
sults of Broder et ale and of Towle et ale Concerning the results
of Towle et al. and Broder et ale tor this level, they agree in
the shape but there is a difference in the energy scale. The
1.33 1.45
cross sections ~ (Ni-60) and ~ (Ni-58) have the same
n ' n' 1.45
order of magnitude/but tor natural nickel ~n' is more impor-
tant because of the higher abundance of Ni-58.
In addition to the above mentioned experiments the Studsvik group
/757 has performed measurements on neutron inelastic scattering on
nickel in the energy range 2 ~ 4.5 MeV but their results were not
yet reported.
In giving here a status report of the nuclear data for the structural
materials we will not touch the elastic scattering angular distribu-
tions.
They are not of crucial importance in fast power reactors since
the leakage is determined by the forward scattering of the ~eutrons.
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This part of the elastic scattering increases, however,
with increasing energy whereas the energy distributions
of the fission neutrons decrease with increasing energy.
Furthermore an extensive and regularly updated review on




Sodium does not consist of more than one stable isotope
namely Na-23, so that the interpretation of its resonances
should be easier to perform as for iron, chromium, nickel.
The first investigations of sodium resonances were performed
in transmission measurements by
Adair et a L, /86/ in 1949 between 30 keV a nd 1 MeV a nd
Stelson et al. /877 in 1952 between 120 keV and 1 MeV
In the Adair measurements 9 broad peaks were observed, the
energetically lowest at 60 keV, in the Stelson measurements
12 resonances because of their better energy resolution between
2.5 and 5 keV. The parameters of them are given in Table IV.
The most extensive work on sodium resonances in earlier years
was carried out by Hibdon /887 with an energy resolution better
than 1keV. He analyzed some 230 resonances in the energy region
from 1 keV up to 860 keV. His main results are the following:
The few large peaks observed by Stelson and Adair in the total
cross section were found to be composed of more than one reso-
nance, a fact which is responsible for the smaller neutron widths
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assigned by Hibdon compared to those of Stelson. In particular
the resonance at 60 or 55 keV as found by other investigators
was observed to be a superposition of a p-wave resonance at
54.1 keV with a resonance spin of 3 and amuch smaller s-wave
resonance at 55 keV with spin 2.
Between the larger resonance clusters a large number of smaller
resonances is observed. Hibdon could assign orbital angular mo-
menta 1 and spin values J to the resonances lying in the range
o ~ 1 ~ 5, O~ J ~ 7. Since Na-23 has a ground state spin of 3/2,
26 (1, J) combinations are possib1e for the above range of orbi-
tal angular momenta.
In the last years no adequateextensive measurement was perfor-
med than that of Hibdon. In the upper keV-range in addition to
the resonance parameters of Hibdon and the earlier ones of Stelson
~8i7 only resonance parameters from the Karlsruhe group of Nebe
et al. /997 have become available. They analyzed their transmission
data measured at the cyclotron between 0.3 and 1 MeV. Also Garg
et a1. /967 have measured the total cross .section inthe upper
-------l<'k~eVhut large peaks were obseryed due to the
iron canning of the sodium samples and one has to decide between
the iron and sodium resonances in the measured cross section.
Apart from his results for the 2.85 keV-resonance where the iron
background in thetotalcross section can be considered as negli-
gible no other results from his measurements are therefore given
in Table IV. In the lower keV-range apart fram numerous investi-
gators of·the 2.85 keV-resonance measurements on sodium resonances
were carried out by
Moxon et a1. /897 in 1966. These were transmission and capture
measurements cQvering the energy range from 200 eV to 100 keV.
Thc authors analyzed their data for parameters of the resonances
at 2.9 keV and at 54 keV. At 35 keV they observed an additional
peak in the capture measurements, but they attributed it in con-
trary to Le Rigoleur /907 to the aluminum canning.
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Ribon et al. /917 in 1966. These transmission measurements
were carried out as consequence of the results obtained in the
capture measurements of Le Rigoleur /907 which show an impor-
tant capture resonance at about 35 keV. Ribon et al. have
taken care that no aluminum at all is present on the flight
path of the neutrons, but in spite of this they observed in
their transmission measurements a resonance at 35.4 k~V.
Capture measurements were performed by
Le Rigoleur etal. /907 in 1966 between 10 and 135 keV
relative to thc 6L i (n,~) T-reaction cross section. Two
resonances at 36 keV and 55 keV were observed. Rigoleur
et aI , note that assuming 1 =: 0, J = 3 and Pg-= 0.3 eV a
very low neutron width of 0.5 eV is deduced which seems
not to be very probable in viewof the neutron widths found
by Hibdon for ether p-wave resonances ö Therefore the authors
suggest that this resonance is due to l·~ 2 neutrons.
R. C. Block et al. /927 in 1966 between about 30 keV and 700
kev butonly reSonance energies wele detellllined from the
measured data. These measurements were repeated and completed
by
Hockenbury et al. /247 in 1969 covering the energy range from
100 eV to about 150 keV.
Radiation widths were determined by the authors for those reso-
nances for which neutron widths are well-known, while the reso-
nance capture areas corrected for multiple scattering effects
c5 0 • ro were determined for most of t he other resonances.
As already mentioned particular studies were devoted to the lowest
sodium resonance at about 3 keV. The cross section up to about
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40 keV is dominated by this level alone. This resonance is by
far the largest resonance in sodium. Itis an almost pure
scattering resonance, but it has a rather unusual shape. Its
asymmetrie shape in particular in the highenergy wiug, its
large width and peak height seem to indicate that it is due to
s-wave neutrons. This conclusion is contradicted, however, by
the absence of a dip on the low energy side characteristic Ior
a s-wave resonance due to the interference between resonance
and potential scattering. Investigations mainly of Block et al.
/937 and of Lynn et al. /947 have led to the conclusion that
- --
this sodium resonance is due to s-wave neutrons. But conflicting
opinions were encountered concerning the total angular momentum
J of this resonance whether a value J = 1 or 2 has to be assigned
to it. Possible peak heights of this resonance for 1 = 0 are
about 370 barn and 630 barn corresponding to J = 1 and 2. In view
of thes~ high peak values and awidth as narrow as about 300 eV
it seemed in earlier years because of the too broad energy reso-
lution in use impossible to resolve this resonance sufficiently
to clearly distinguish between the two possible spin values.
Among the earlier investigators were Lynn et al. ~9i7, Good et al.
~9g, Hibdon ~8g and Garg et al. {9fj7. All of them performed
_~ ~~---"t~r",a-LJn""s..,mllJi...s:o-ls:>-~~·~r'tl1mäi.t"nloEe~d1c----~--~-~-------~~--------
also the peak height of this resonance. The results for the
neutron width are given in Table IV. Hibdon's value for the
peak cross section was 18 ba rn higher than the for J = 1 theore-
tically expected value of 372 barn, Lynn's value obtained with a
resolution of 61 eV around the resonance 12 barn lower than the
theoretical value. Garg /967 observed with an energy spread of
2 eV in the resonance a peak height crosssection of 600 barn.
Garg and also Hibdon concluded therefore that the spin J = 2
has to be assigned to the resonance. Lynn and also Good, who
obtained good agreement of their results with those of Lynn,
concluded J = 1 from their measured peak heights.
More recent studies on the 2.85 keV sodium resonance were per-
formed by several authors. Their results are represented in
Table IV.
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Moxon et a1. /897 could coufirm that this resonance is due to
s-wave neutrons since he obtained satisfactory fits to his data
only with this assumption. From the observed peak cross section
he concluded a spin value J = 1.
Friesenhahn et al. /977 carried out capture measurements in the
neighbourhood(1.5 keV - 4.5 keV)of the 2.85 keV resonance. The
neutron flux at 2.85 keV was determined by normalizing the mea-
sured relative flux spectrum to yield the well-known capture
cross section at 0.0253 eV. For the radiation width they deter-
mined values of 0.34 eV and 0.38eV for two different sampIe
thicknesses using in the analysis a r -value of 410 eV.
n
Hockenbury et al. /987 repeated in 1970 their capture measure-
ments on sodium from 1969 in order to obtain theradiation width
of the 2.85 keV resonance with more precision. After careful
checking a program error was found in the RPI-code used for the
analysis of the data measured in 1969 and in particular for
estimating the multiple scattering corrections. The analysis
performed with the corrected code on the experimental data
from 1969 led to a radiation width of 0.45 eV for the 2.85 keV
-------~~~l'l-ftet"_~i-~ththe lesult detelmined by ]l'riesen-
hahn from the Hockenbury data by usingthe Gulf General Atomics
resonance analysis code. From the new capture measurements in
1970 Hockenbury et al. obtained a radiation width (averaged over
samples of different thicknesses) of 0.47 eV.
Comparing the results of these recent capture measurements a
dis agreement has to be noted in the radiation width determined
on one side by Moxon and Hockenbury and on the other side by
Friesenhahn et al .. In order to obtain an upper limit for the
radiation width of the 2.85 keV resonance one can assume that the
entire th~rmal capture cross section is determined by this reso-
nance.
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Using the single level resonanee formula this assumption yields
a radiation width f r = 0.34 eV in eoncordanee with the result
of Friesenhahn but mueh lower than the results of Moxon and
Hoekenbury. The reason for this diserepaney is still unknown.
For the resönanees observed aböve 3 keV the results of Hibdon
predominate. With regard to the resonanee energies good agree-
ment is observed between Hibdon's values and the searee re-
sults of other authors. His results for the neutron widths
ean only be eompared for the resonanee at about 54 keV with
the result of Moxon, but a large differenee is eneountered
here due to a different spin assignment by Moxon and Hibdon.
Above 200 keV the results of Hibdon and for some resonanees
of Nebe /997 and of stelson /877 are available, but they
carinot be compared sinee in the Hibdbri measuremerit mueh more
resonances were observed and analyzed than in the Karlsruhe
measurements /997 so that all the neutron widths determined
by Nebe et ale except for the 298 keV resonanee are mueh higher
than the corresponding values of Hibdon. The neutron widths of
Nebe et ale ean,however, be eompared with the eorresponding
results of Stelson. As one sees in Table IV they are eompatible
with eaeh other in the caseswhere both authors have observed
the same resonanee and assigned the same resonanee spin. In
the resonance energies found by them a shift of about 3 keV is
observed. The information on capture widths or capture araas
of sodium resonances has increased in the last years due to the
measurements of Hockenbur-y et a1. /2.47.
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Total cross section
Concerning the total cross section of sodium in the resonance
region we have already mentioned the available measurements
in the lower keV-range. The transmission measurements of Lynn
et a1. 1947 and of Good et al. /957 were performed only in the
vicinity of the 2.85 keV resonance. In the transmission measure-
ment of Garg et al. the iron background has to be removed. Up
to some hundred keV total cross section data are available
from measurements of Moxon et al. 1897, of Hibdon 1887 and of
Stelson et al. 1877. The Stelson et al. data represent fairly
an average through Hibdon's better resolved results. These data
seem to be somewhat too high in comparison with the low energy
results of the Karlsruhe h~gh resolution measurements on sodium
of Cierjacks et al. 1847.
Cierjacks et al. 1847 measured in 1968 in the energy range
between 0.3 and 30 MeV with a very good time resolution of
0.065 nsec/m below 0.9 MeV and of 0.05 nsec/m above 0.9 MeV
using the neutron time-of-flight spectrometer at the Karlsruhe
isochronous cyclotron.
Among the earlier measurements high resolution neutron time-of-
flight studies on sodium were carried out at the Harwell
synchro-cyclotron
by Langsford et al. 11007 in 1965. They measured from 200 keV
up to 140 MeV with aresolution of 0.18 nsec/m.
The average cross sections of the Karlsruhe group agree weIl with
the Langsford data although Cierjacks et al. observed in some
energy regions more structure in the total cross section, very
probably due to their hetter energy resolution. Above 6 MeV the
Karlsruhe measurements do not show the same details of structure
in the total cross section as found by the Harwell group.
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Recently, in 1970, a new high resolution measurement on the
total cross section of sodium was carried out by stoler et al.
/1017 from the Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute over the energy
range from 0.5 up to 40 MeV with a very good time resolution
of 0.05 nsec/m.
Im comparing the total cross sections obtained by the Karlsruhe-
and the RPI-group in general good agreement is observed. The
disagreement stated by stoler et al., in particular in the
cross section values in the valleyp between the total cross
section peaks, refers to a comparison of the RPI-results with
the data of Cierjacks et al. before application of the dead
time correction.
In addition to these high resolution measurements on sodium a
number of total cross section measurements at selectedenergies
e~ists in the MeV-range. They are not discussed here since the
total cross section of sodium is weIl df!fined in this rangeby
the high resolution measurements of the Karlsruhe- and the RPI-
group.
Radiative capture cross section
We know already' of the disagreement between the measured thermal
capture cross section and theGr-value calculated at thermal
energy from the resonance parametersof the 2.85 keV resonance.
But the capture cross section value at thermal energy was de-
termined by a variety of experimental methods and.is well
established by them. Also recent measurements e.g. those of
Yamamuro, Hockenbury f!t al. /987 in the range 0.025 eV - 0.2 eV
have confirmed it.
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They determined a value of 0.5 barn and found a 1/~ dependence
of the capture cross section in the measured energy range. The
energy dependence of the capture cross section in the range of
the 2.85 keV resonance is determined by a number of measurements
those of Moxon et ale !..8!!J, Yamamuro, Hockenbury et ale !..9g,
Hockenbury et ale /247 and Friesenhahn et ale /977. On the lower
energy side of this resonance higher capture cross sections,
however, were obtained by Moxon et ale in comparison to the
corresponding results of the RPI- /98, 24/ and GGA- /977 group.
- --
This low energy tail seems to be characteristic (see also M.C.
Moxon, Helsinki Conf , 1970 p , CN-26/32) for capture measurements
using a Moxon-Rae detector since it was also observed in the capture
measurements on nickel by Spitz et ale whereas the RPI-data
!..2i7, obtained by using liquid scintillator detectors, do not
show this feature.
Above the energy range of this resonance the most extensive
earlier measurements were performed by Bame and Cubitt {foy
from 20 keV.up to 1 MeV. Since the neutron energy spread in
this experimentranged from about 10 keV at 20 keV to 150 keV
at 1 MeV, no detailed resonance structure could be observed.
The more recent measurements of Le Rigoleur /907 and of Hocken-
bury et ale /24/ have a better resolution. Le Rigoleur et ale
have carried out only a relative measurement in the range up to
100 keV, but Hockenbury et ale performed a capture yield measure-
ment up to 150 keV with a good time resolution between5 nsec/m
and 1.3 nsec/m. The capture cross section is weIl defined by
these RPI-measurements, but above 150 keV up to 1 MeV only the
broad resolution experiment of Bame, Cubitt exists which does
not resolve the possible structure in this range. In the MeV-range
very few differential measurements of the sodium capture cross
section were performed by
Perkin et ale /1037 in 1957 at 14.5 MeV
Csikai .et al./1047 in 1966 at several energies between
13.4 a nd 15 }IeV
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Menlove et al. /1057 in 1966 at 17 energy points in the
region between 1 MeV and 19.4
MeV. These are measurements
relative to the fast fission
cross section of U-235.
The result of Csikai et al. at 14.7 MeV is about 30% lower than
the corresponding result of Perkin et al. But this low value is
confirmed by Menlove et al. and is in excellent agreement with
that of Menlove et al. At 1 MeV the experimental result of Men-
love can be compared with the corresponding capture cross section
of Bame, Cubitt. The agreement is satisfactory. In the vicinity of
14 MeV a peak is observed in the experimental (n,1) cross section
data of Menlove et al. It is confirmed by the measurements oI
Csikaiet al. which indicate its position at 14.5 MeV.
Threshold reactions
In spite of the fact that the elastic and inelastic scattering
cross sections represent themain part of the total cross section
the threshold reactions on sodium 1ike the (n,p), (n, d.J), (n, 2n)
process p1ay an important ro1e in so far as they give above some
MeV the main contribution to the neutron absorption in sodium.
The present know1edge on these cross section types is therefore
summarized here.
Concerning the (n, p) cross section the most important measure-
ments are those of
Wi11iamson et al. /1067 in 1961 between 4 and 7.9 MeV, 8.7 and
10.4 MeV and above 15 MeV
Picard, Wi11iamson /1077 in 1963 from 14 MeV to 21 MeV and of
Bass et al. /1087 in 1965 from 5.5 MeV tö 9 MeV
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In addition to these experiments an extensive study on neutron
reactions with proton a nd <:JJ ""'particle emission in NaJ, covering
the energy range from 12.6 MeV to 18.2 MeV, was performed by Aldefeld
/10971mt the (n, p) a nd (n,C'.I) cross sections of sodium were not
deduced from the experimental results.
A comparison of the above measurement series shows that in the
overlapping energy region between 5.7 MeV and 8 MeV the results
of Bass et ale are higher than those of Williamson /106/. In the
range 8.5 to 9 MeV the results of Bass and Williamson agree within
their error bars. Due to their good energy resolution both measure-
ment series show considerable structure in the (n, p) cross section
in the energy regions covered by them. Between 10.4 and 14 MeV, just
in the region where the maximum in the (n, p) excitation function
has to be expected, ·no e~perimental data are available.
with regard to the (n,~) cross section the same three measurement
series of Williamsonj Picard, Williamson;Bass et ale have to be
mentioned as the most important ones. The energy regions covered
are also the same as in the case of the (n, p) reaction except
for the lower energy limits in the Bass and the Williamson experi~
ment which were shifted to higher energies. In addition to these
measurements an important one was carried out by Wölfer, Bormann
/1107 in the upper MeV-range between 12.6 and 18.7 MeV. In compa-
rison with the results of Picard, Williamson in this range the
experimental data of Wölfer et ale are about 20% lower. The
(n,CÖ) values measured by Bass et ale are as in the case of the
(n, p) reaction higher than the experimental results of Williamson.
The largest differences are encountered around 7.4 MeV, where they
amount to a factor of 1.5, and between 8.5 and 9 MeV where the re-
sults of both measurements differ by a factor of about 2. Since the
(n,~) cross section has around 9 MeV the same order of magnitude
as the (n, p) cross section this disagreement is of importance
there and new measurements are needed to establish the energy de-
pendence of the (n,~) cross section in this range and also above
10.5 MeV up to 12.5 MeV, where no experimental information exists
up to now.
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The (n, 2n) reaetion is of minor importanee among the threshold
reaetions on sodium in fast reactors beeause of its high threshold
energy at almost 13 MeV. Three extensive measurement series exist
for this cross seetion type, thatof Pieard, Williamson {10,!...! from
1963 between 14 and 21 MeV of Liskien, Paulsen /1117 from 1965I ' __
between 13 and 19 MeV and of Menlove et al. /1127 from 1967 between
12.7 and 19.4 MeV. The measurements of Menlove et al. were perfor-
med relative to the fission cross seetion of U-235. Among these three
measurements Pieard et al. have obtained the lowest cross seetion
values, Liskien et al. the highest results. At 15 MeV their results
are different by a faetor of 2. The differenees inerease with in-
ereasi~g energy, but the energy range above 15 MeV is no more of
tnterest for fast reactors.
Inelastie seattering cross section
Below 4 MeV inelastie excitation cross seetiorß for discrete leve;ts
or gamma lines have been measured by several authors and the sodium
levels are weIl known here. At higher energies the experimental in-
formation .on inelastie seatteringeross seetions t s still scaree. The
energies of the Na-23 levels are, liÖwever, known. ,there due to reeent
extensive measurements of Hay et aä., /70/. Spin and parityassignments
are laeking for the higher levels.
Exeitation level at 0.439 MeV
Among the previous measurements for the lowest level in sodium the
following measurement series are of importanee
that of Chien, Smith
that of Towle, Gilboy
that of Lind, Day
/1137 between 0.8- 1.5 MeV has the best
resolution of + 10 keV
/1147 between threshold and 2 MeV and at
2.5 15 MeV 1s themeasurement with
the highest accuracy' of + 6%




/1167 between 3.5 and 4 MeV is the only
measurement above 3.3 MeV
Lind, Day performed measurements on the gamma spectra from sodium
and determined excitation functions for the 0.44 MeV line and
gamma lines from the higher excited levels in sodiu~ whereas the
other authors carried out direct measurements of the inelastica11y
scattered neutrons. More recent measurements were performed
by Pe~y, Kinney /747
This is a high resolution (0.125 nsec/m) measurement on the in-
elastic scattering cross section of sodium in the energy range
from 500 keV up to the threshold of the second excited state in
sodium, i.e. up to 2.1 MeV, carried out by detecting the de-exci-
tation gamma rays. The structure observed in the inelastic scat-
tering cross section cou1d be identif~ed with well defined struc-
ture in the total cross section.
by Perey, Kinney /1177
They determined inelastic excitation cross sections forthe excited
sollium states up to 5.8 MeV for incident neutron energies of 5.44,
6.37, 7.6, 8.52 MeV
by Fasoli et a1. /1187
They measured inelastic excitation functions for the three lowest
levels in sodium in the range from 1.5 to 4 MeV in steps of 250 keV
o
at an angle of 100 •
Angular distributions for the neutrons inelastically scattered to
the lowest level were reported by Chien et al. /1137, by Towle et
al. /1147, by Fasoli et al. /1187, by Pe.re-y et ai . /1177. The
distributions are in general nearly isotropie. Only at energies
above 5 MeV for which they weremeasured by Perey et al. larger
deviations from isotropy were stated by the authors.
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The resul ts from the high resolution measurement of Perey,
Kinney are eompatible with those of Chien, Smith obtained
with better resolution than the other measurements but with
worse resolution with regard to the Perey et ale measurements.
In eomparison with the other experiments the experimental
values of Chien, Smith previously seemed to be mueh too low
in the range between 1.3 MeV and 1.5 MeV, whereas below 1.3
MeV good average agreement had to be stated. This diserepaney
is resolved by the new measurements of Perey, Kinney. Their
preliminary results show in this energy range fluetuations
in the cross seetion ranging from the low values of Chien et
ale to the higher values of Lind et ale and Towle et ale In
the higher energy range the integrated (assuming isotropie
angular distribution) cross section values of Fasoli et al.
/1187 agree weIl with the corresponding results of Lind et ale
and Towle et ale In comparison with the values measured by
Shipley et ale whieh are apart from the Fasoli data the only
ones available in the region 3.5 - 4 MeV, agreement is reached
within the mutual experimental uncertainties, hut the results
of Fasoli et ale are in this range higher by a factor of about
1.3. Above 4 MeV the experimental data of Perey, Kinney at
selected energies give a smooth extension of the results avai-
lable below 4 MeV. No other experimental information exists in
this range except for one data point at 7 MeV for which Towle
et ale /1197 measured the inelastic excitation cross seetion for
the lowest level in sodium. His result is in agreement with the ex-
perimental data of Pe~y et a L,
Excitation levels at 2.08 aud 2.39 MeV
For the secon.d an.d third excited state in sodium a few measure-
ments exist below 4 MeV. These are those
of Lind, Day /1157. They measured the excitation functions of the
two gaw_ma lines following the decay of the second level in sodium
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and of one gamma line from the deeay of the thir~ exeited level
for ineident neutron energies between threshold and 3.3 MeV.
of Freeman, Montague /1207. They earried out measurements of
the inelastie exeitation funetions for the three lowest levels
in sodium in the energy range from thresho1d to 3 MeV. Also in
the gamma ray speetra measured they observed the two gamma lines
from the two possible transitions of the seeond and third exeited
level.
of Fasoli et ale /1187. Apart from the angular distributions they
determined the exeitation funetions for both levels eonsidered
here between about 3 MeV and 4 MeV.
of Towle, Gilboy /1147. They measured only one experimental point
for the excitation cross section of these two levels at 3.97 MeV.
Above 4 MeV only a single experiment was performed by
Perey, Kinney Ll1'77. They measured apart from the angular distri-
butions inelastic exeitation cross seetions for the 2.08 MeV le-
vel at 5.44, 6.37, 7.6, 8.52 MeV and for the 2.J9 MeV level at
6 ':7, 7.6, 8.57 MeV i ne; dent neutron energy.
The experimental data point of Towle et a1. /114/ is for both levels
slight1y 10wer than the results of Fasoli et al. at 4 MeV. Fasoli et ale
have obtained two va1ues at abou t 4 MeV for eaeh cf. tlEse two levels, one by
their measurements of the inelastic exeitation cross section at a
ofixed angle of 100 and the other by integration of the experimental
angular distributions. A comparison ean also be made between the re-
sults of Lind et ale /115/ and Freeman et a1. /1207. For the 2.08 MeV
level the agreement is good between their resultsi for the 2.39 MeV
level the results of Lind et al. are lower than theresults of Free-
man et a I , This latter differenee Ls going back to differe'lces in the
branching ratio of the two possible transitions from the 2.39 MeV level
reported by both groupsand dusto this Lind et ale have measured the
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excitation function only for the 2.39 gamma line.
Excitation levels between 2.4 MeV and 3 MeV
Three excited states are lying between2.4 MeV and 3 MeV, at 2.64,
2.71 and 2.98 MeV. The 2.64 MeV level decays only to the ground
state /1217
Lind, Day /1127 observed in the gamma ray spectra from sodium
measured between threshold and 3.3 MeVthe gamma line for the
single possible transition from the 2.64 MeV level and also the
2.98 MeV gamma line for the transition of the 2.98 MeV level to
the ground state, but this latter transition accounts only:for
50% of all possible transitions.
Freeman, Montague /1207 measured gamma spectra at 2.89, 3.03,
3.20, 3.67 MeV incident neutron energy and observed the following
de-excitation gamma rays
2.64 MeV from the excited state at 2.64 MeV
2.27 MeV from the excited state at 2.71 MeV
2.56 and 2.98 MeV from the excited state at 2.98 MeV
The transition of the 2.71 MeV level to the ground state was not
observed.
Towle, Gilboy /1147 measured at 3.97 MeV the inelastic excitation
cross section of the level doub l~t at 2.64/2. 71 MeV a nd also of
the level at 2.98 MeV.
Perey, Kinney /1177 determined inelastic excitation cross sections
at incident neutron energies of 6.37, 7.6, 8.52 MeV for the excita-
tion level at 2.98 MeV and the double t of levels at 2.64/2.71 MeV.
For the 2.64 MeV level goodagreement i8 observed between the re-
sults of Lind et al. and Freeman et ale The results of Towle et ale
and Per,8y et a1. for the level doubJ.-et 2.64/2.71 MeV do not overlap
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in energy, but they are consistent. For the 2.71 MeV level no
experimental information is available below about 4 MeV. The
results from the several measurements on the 2.93 MeV level
cannot be compared since either no overlapping energy range
exists or not sufficient information on this level was ob-
tained in one particular measurement to determine its excita-
tion cross sections.
Excitation levels above 3 MeV
With the exception of some measurements on angular distribu-
tions oi the neutrons inelastically scattered to levels above
J MeV by Fasoli et ale /1187 the onlyexperimental results
available are those of Perey, Kinney ~11~. For the excited
levels up to 4.77 MeV they determined inelastic excitation
cross sections at incident neutron energies of 6.37, 7.6,
8.52 MeV, for the excited states above 4.27 MeV up to 5.78 MeV
at 7.6 a ud 8.52 MeV. The levels above 5.8 MeV could not be
resolved in their measurements.
In conclusion one can say that the excitation cross section
for the lowest level in sodium, which gives the main contri-
---------1bt3'\iatt-'l:i:f:o)inr-'tE-oe-~fas-t---reactm: neutron--s-pectra, is well def ined below
2 MeV. For the experimental results available above 2 MeV further
confirmation would be desirable. For the higher excitation levels
experimental information is mainly needed between 3 and 6 MeV.
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Table I a) Resonance parameters for Cr-5o
120 I 0 Beer '71I I155 90 >0 Farre11 66
>0 FaruJzJ..'6
550 0 Beer 71
750 0 Farre11 66
00 0 Stie litz 0
353 198 >0 Farre11 66
1190 0 Beer 71
1750 0 Farre11 66
1200 0 Stie 1itz 0
Er r /eV/ gfn·fy fy 1 Referencen
r
/KeV/ g=1 g=2 g=3 /eV/ /eV/
5~49 0.014 1 Stieglitz 70/9/
5 .. 5 1500 2.9 Cote 58 /3/
5~64 1665 3.10 0 Stieglitz 70
6.6 1700 0 Bilpuch 61 /5/
9.3 0.053 1 Stieglitz 70
18,6 0.66 1 Stieglitz 70
19.2 0.437 1 Stieglitz 70
24.0 0.058 1 Stieglitz 70
24.,8 0.365 1 Stieglitz 70
28.43 410 0 Beer 71 /25/
28.53 435 0.57 0 Stieglitz 70
28.7 510 0 Bilpuch 61
33.4 0.992 1 Stieglitz 70
35.3 1.650 1 Stieglitz 70
37.32 2240 0 Beer 71
37.3 2400 2.5 0 Sti§glitz 70
38.7 1820 0 BilJ2uch 61
40.6 I 0.884 1 Stieglitz 7043.9 650 0 Bilpuch 6150.1 0.596 1 Stieglitz 70
'13.7 I 0.719 1 Stieglitz 70 II54.99 280 0 Beer 71
55.3 270 0.88 Stieglitz 70 •0
59.7 1.120 1 Stieglitz 70
63.4 1 Stieglitz
64.8 43 0 Beer 71
,-\ ~ jj't.~egJ.~tz '(0v .;7 I
65.1 45 0 Sti~fitz 70
66 1 Stieglitz 70
69.2 1 Stieglitz 70
70.5 1 Stieglitz 70
73.5 1 Stieglitz 70
77.8 1 Stieglitz 70
79.4 1 Stieglitz 70
I 88.9 1 Stieglitz 70
90.7 1 Stieglitz 70
94.76 1670 0 Beer 71
95.0 3500 0 Bilpuch 61
95.5 2250 0 Farre1l 66 /7/
95.7 2000 0 Stieglitz 70
111. 79 90 0 Beer 71
113 I I I I I >0 I Fa:rlfell 66 I
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502,5 I 4000 Farrell 660
509 .. >0 Farrell 66
523 500 0 Farrell 66
536 >0 Farrell 66
538.5 3000 0 Farrell 66
547 2500 0 Farrell 66
553.8 QOoo 0 Farrell 66
560.5 I ~ Farrell 663000 0578 2700 , 0 Farrell gg580,5 7000 0 Farrell590.7 1500 0 Farrell 66
t n /eV/ gr .ry r.yn 1· Ref'erenceEr
r
!KeV/ g=1 g=2 g=3 /eV/ /eV/
. 162.46 720 0 Beer 71
163.3 800 • 0 Farrell 66
164.8 600 0 Stiep;litz 70
171 145 0 Stie~litz 70
185.2 3500 0 Beer 71
186.5 3000 0 Farrell 66
188.8 2500 0 Stiep::litz 70
218.54 160 o. Beer 71
231.71 920 0 Beer 71
232.5 1500 0 Farrell 66
237.6 650 0 Stieglitz 70
245.66 200 0 Beer 71
252.3 250 0 Stieglitz 70
258 5.00 0 Farrell 66
276.72 1720 0 Beer 71 •
278 2500 0 Farrell 66
280.6 1560 0 Stie~litz 70
283.5 >0 Farrell 66
292 6000 0 Farrell 66
296.4 3700 0 Stieglitz 70
307 1500 . 0 Farrell 66
313.5 650 >0 Farrell 66
':<?? 7r"'lrt.r"'l I I I 0 I' Farrell 661327. 7 I\JV\J I500 0 Farrell 66328.6 4500 0 Stiep::litz 70
341.0 >0 Farrell 66
348 >0 Farrell 66
353 5500 0 Farrell 66
" ":;}U.U '+:;}uu 0 l::)t~ep::.l~tz .( 0
_.
Farrell 66359.5 1750 0
370 10000 0 Farrell 66
381 688 240 >0 Farrell 66
388.5 4000 o. Farrell 66
395.0 250 0 Farrell 66
405 500 >0 Farrell 66
413.7 1750 0 Farrell 66
416.5 14000 0 Farrell 66
431.5 500 >0 Farrell 66
433.5 10000 0 Farrell 66
442 >0 Farrell 66
454.5 250 0 Farrell 66
459.5 750 1 Farrell 66
467.5 6500 0 Farrell 66
I,'7 '7r::~ . .,." . ~ ~ //
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Table I b) Resonance parameters for er-52
IH~bdon 57
/Hibdon 57
11200 II 800 Ip42~46
r2 800 Hibdon 5755 0.618 1 Stieglitz 7068 0.838 1 Stieglitz 70
r 115
/. 47 '> 0 Bowman 6201
99 111 6rj 45 >0 Bowman 62
05 120 65 50 >' 0 Bowman 62
12 370 200 150 ?'o Bowman 62
r grnry gry ry 1 ReferenceEr grn /efJ/
r
/KeV/ /eV/ g=1 g=2 g=3 /eV/ /eV/ /eV/
1.626 0.08 1 Stieglitz 70/9/
22.9 1.09 0.549 1. 11 1 Stieglitz 70
22.9 5 1 Beer 71/25/
27.6 0.458 1 Stieglitz 70
31.6 3.95 0.308 0.34 1 Stieglitz 70
31.615 14.6 0 Beer 71
33.9 0.336 1 Stieglitz 70
34.3 0.258 1 Stieglitz 70
48.3 0.931 1 Stie.2:litz
50.189 1714 0 Beer 71
50.2 1750 1.16 0 Stieglitz 70
51 1550 0 Bil"Duch 61/5/
57.577 79 1 Beer 71
57.8 10.1 0.720 0.77 1 Stie,;z:litz 70
79.2 0.380 1 Stie~itz 10
93.5 1000 0 B6wman 62/6/
nt:. ,)':l 6400 0 Beer 71;JV.~J
96.5 5900 0 Bilpuch 61
97.1 7800 4.80 0 Stieglit'z 70
98 ".<? -~ ., ' 3200 0 Hibdon 57
106 59.8 1 Beer 71 I107 I 0.857 1 Stieglitz 70
111 0.624 1 Stieglitz 70
111.61 59.7 1 Beer 71
113 1.349 1 Stieglitz 70
111 h 1 C'. • ., . '7
~ U~ I ~
118 31 0 Beer 71
119 800 0 Bowman 62
120.4 600 Hibdon 57/2/
121.38 612 0 Beer 71
123.2 1)60 0 Stielitlitz 70
124 1.47~· 1 Stieglitz 70
130 260 150 110 > 0 Bowman 62
130.10 216 1 Beer 71
h32 220 1.328 1.34 1 Stieglitz 10
138 1000 Hibdon 57
38 7000 0 Bowman 62
39.5 7500 0 Bilpuch 61
39.11 5430 0 Beer 71
41.33 660 0 Beer 71
41.4
1
7500 2.07, 0 Stieglitz 70
1 I , ,
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512 224













Er gfn /eV/ gfnfy gfy fy 1 Reference
r
/KeV/ /eV/ g=1 g=2 g=3 /eV/ /eV/ /eV/
216 320 17.0 120 .,. 0 Bowman 62
224 <:100 '> 0 Bowman 62
229 310 180 120 '> 0 Bowman 62
233.95 297 1 Beer 71
235 1600 0 Bowman 62
235.83 1070 1 Beer 71
239.4 1000 0 Stieglitz
241 130 67 52 '> 0 Bowman
241.6 220 1 Beer 71
243 1500 Hibdoll 57
246 1100 570 410 :> 0 Bowman 62
246.29 1010 1 Beer 71
249.26 550 0 Beer 71
250 1260 670 470 ., 0 Bowman 62
252 < 100 ::::.0 Bowman 62
256 750 410 290 .so Bowman 62
256.67 310 1 Beer 71 II I258 230 123 90 .,. 0 Bowman 62264 280 150 110 ., 0 Bowman 62 ,
268 I < 100 I I ., 0 Bowman 62 i
272 210 I 112 82 ,>0 Bowman 62
281 1040 ! 0 Bowman 62
281.89 550 1 Beer 71
285.4 620 0 Stieglitz 70
289 I< 100 ') 0 Bowman 62
303 ~82 202 1L.h
'"
~ t:.0
310 575 324 242 » 0 Bowman 62
315 < 100
'} 0 Bowman 62
326 7000 0 Bowman 62
343 532 303 219 '> 0 Bowman 62
349 138 76 55 '7 0 Bowman 62
363.5 3500 0 Bowman 62
374 346 198 157 ~o Bowman 62
383 308 174 123 7 0 Bowman 62
395 501 263 194 >0 Bowman 62
401 1800 0 Bowman 62
418 1000 0 Bowman 62
442 770 428 308 '> 0 Bowman 62
458 .<100 > 0 Bowman 62
460.5 1200 0 Bowman 62
485 318 162 122 >0 Bowman 62
I I
Table I b) continued
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Er gfn r n gfnfy gfy fy 1 Reference
/eV/ r
/KeV/ /eV/ g=1 g=2 g=3 /eV/ /eV/ /eV/
608 20000 0 BO'WlIlan 62
609 843 390 284 >- 0 BO'WlIlan 62
617 723 388 280 "7 0 Bovman 62
624 487 265 189 ..,. 0 BO'WlIlan 62
628.5 1500 0 BO'WlIlan 62
630 450 245 175 > 0 BO'WlIlan 62
636 788 424 301 .,. 0 Bovman 62
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Table I c ) Resonance parameters for er-53 I = 3/2
UV..L ..... e..&.. .. VLJ IV
~ I,,,,, 8+';"'0-1;+7 70
:::> I ,0
53 5I , I I I V,'"TVV I I ..,;--c -..,; ...... ,64.8 0.595 1 Stieglitz 70
65,7 4500 0 2 Müller,Rohr 69
66,1 5100 0,80 0 2 Stieglitz 70
68 Hibdon 57
69,7 1,25 1 Stieglitz 70
73.1 1050 0 1 Müller. Rohr 69
74,06 1280 0 2 Müller,Rohr 69
74.6 1000 0 2 Stieglitz 70
,
Er 2g fn fn g fn.fy fy 1 J Ref'erence
/KeV/ /eV/ /eV/ /ef/ /eV/
3,6 157 Good 65 /4/
4,185 1520 ' 3,23 0 1 Stieglitz 70 /9/
4,2 445 Good 65
4.25 "'100 0 2 Hibdon 57 /2/
5,4 Hibdon 57
5,4 212 Good 65
5.67 220 1.33 0 2 Stieglitz 70
6,3 Hibdon 57
6,6 357 Good 57
6.74 1200 5.28 0 1 Stieglitz 70
7.2 Hibdon 57
8,0 Hibdon 57
8,0 1073 Good 65
8.18 1030 3.25 0 2 Stieglitz 70
8.8 Hibdon 57
10,5 Hibdon 57
10.5 224 Good 65
12, 1 0,185 1 Stieglitz 70
12,9 0,110 1 Stieglitz 70
14.6 0.130 1 Stieglitz 70
19,3 132 Good 65
19.53 130 0 2 Müller,Rohr 69/8/
I 19.75
1~7 0.78 I 0 2 8tie~litz 70lVI
20,2 0,385 1 Stieglitz 70
22.4 0.145 1 Stieglitz 70
25.3 237 Good 65
25,64 220 0 2 Müller, Rohr 63
25.95 235 0.61 0 2 Stieglitz
cb,L+ .:$,)0 \.IUVU u.)
26,95 700 0 1 Müller, Rohr 69
27.24 760 1.57 0 1 Stieglitz 70
28,8 555 Good 65
28.8 0.650 1 Stie@.:litz 70
29,23 330 0 2 Müller,Rohr 69
29.57 360 1.21 0 2 Stie@.:litz 70
31,5 0,310 1 Stieglitz 70
32 0,230 1 Stieglitz 70
34,9 0,320 1 Stieglitz 70
37,7 0,350 1 Stieglitz 70
42,4 0,210 1 Stieglitz 70
43,2 0,200 1 Stieglitz 70
47,1 0,370 1 Stieglitz 70




Table I c) continued
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Er 2gfn rn grn.ry ry 1 J Reference
/KeV/ /eV/ /eV/ r/eV/ /eV/
87,2 7800 0 1 Müller,Rohr 69
87.1 4200 0 1 Stie.2:litz 70
94,5 600 0 2 Müller ,Rohr 69 .
95,5 340 0 (1) Stieglitz
99.7 400 0 1 Müller.Rohr 69
106 Hibdon 57
107,4 1500 0 2 Müller,Rohr 63
109 1450 0 1 Stie~litz 70
123,6 4000 0 1 Müller,Rohr 69
124,5 500 0 2 Müller,Rohr 69
127,6 400 0 2 Müller,Rohr 69
129,5 200 0 2 Müller,Rohr 69
135,0 24000 0 1 Müller,Rohr 69
145,9 600 0 2 Müller,Rohr 69
157.8 300 0 2 MUller.Rohr 69
159,0 2000 0 2 Müller ,Rohr 69,
161,7 2400 0 2 Stieglitz 70
163.5 Hibdon '57
172,7 1200 0 2 Müller,Rohr 69
175!1 4000 0 1 Müller,Rohr 69
176- 1700 0 2 Stie~litz 10
183 3500 0 1 Müller,Rohr 69
186 500 0 2 Müller,Rohr 69
I 195,7 I 600 0 2 Müller,Rohr 69 I201,7 550 0 2 Müller,Rohr 69
221,6 4200 0 2 Müller,Rohr 69
: 227,5 300 0 2 Müller,Rohr 69
239 3000 0 2 Müller,Rohr 69
244,5 4000 0 1 Müller.Rohr 69
246 500 0 2 Müller.Rohr 69
Table I a)
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Resonance parameters for er-54
Er r /eV/ grnry ry
/KeV/ n r 1 Rstference
g = 1 g = 2 /eV/ /eV/
10.3 0.143 1 Stieglitz 70 /9/
14.4 0.281 1 Stieglitz 70
19. 1 0.2'54 1 Stietllitz 70
23.1 I 590 0.190 0 Stieglitz 70
23.5 490 0 Bilnuch 61 /5/
26.5 500 0 Bilpuch 61
51.1 0.342 1 Stieglitz 70
54.9 0.355 1 Stieglitz 70
67.5 0.938 1 Stieglitz 70
76.4 1 Stieglitz 70
90.1 1 Stiealitz 70
116.4 5000 0 Farrell 66 17/
119 2200 0 Bilpuch 61
120.1 5600 0 Stiealitz 70
129 250 0 Farrell 66
169.8 500 250 >0 Farrell 66
175 1700 0 Farrell 66
179.1 1900 0 Stiealitz 70
1Q" 'C) ,...,c_ 1"").- >0 Farrell /IIU7·.) C-;IU I.)U I 00228 >0 Farrell 66233 >0 Farrell 66
247.5 1250 I 1 I Farrell 66264 >0 Farrell 66 I279.5 9000 ! 0 Farrell c.c.uu
282.5 3000 0 Farrell 66
285 300 150 >0 Farrell 66
288.4 9500 0 Stietllitz 70
90" t:; hrv... ...; n •~ ~ r:c
"'"300.5 500 0 Farrell 66
314 >0 Farrell 66
325 16000 0 Farrell 66
332 800 410 >0 Farrell 66
333.3 10000 0 Stieglitz 70
342 200 0 Farrell 66
351.5 500 0 Farrell 66
355.1 3000 0 Stieglitz 70
355.5 300 0 Farrell 66
358.7 400 200 >0 Farrell 66
362 500 0 Farrell 66
387.5 1035 520 >0 Farrell 66
393.5 4000 0 Farrell 66
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Er r g rn grnry aory ry J 1 Reference
n --r
/KeV/ /eV/ /eV/ /eV/ /beV/ /eV/
7.25 1000 Bilpuch 61 /5/
7.25
"
3 Moxon 65 /18/.-
7.67 1010 0 Beer 71 /26/
7·757 1020 0.5 Garg 64/71 /22/
7.82 Hockenbury 69/24
9.4 0.6 Moxon 65
9.48 0.51 140 Hockenbury 69
11. 19 7 '> 0 Beer 71
30.70 10 '> 0 Beer 71
39.18 15 .,. 0 Beer 71
52.5 2100 Bilpuch 61
52.5 2540 0.5 Garg 64/71
52 Hockenbury 69
52.78 2160 0 Beer 71
55.40 30 :> 0 Beer 71
72 1600 Bilpuch 61
71.8 2480 0.5 Garg 64/71
71.86 1770 0 Beer71
92 Hibdon 57 /2/
98 400 0 Bowman 62 /6/
98.5 580 0.5 Garg 64/71
g8.5 ";10 0 Beer 71 I102.8 1375 Bilpuch 61
102 590 0.5 GarQ: 64/71
128.5 950 0.5 Garg 64/71
129.6 3000 0 Beer 71
13ö 2300 Bilpuch 61
1'"> 1 ~~ 0 Bowman b2
137.5 1180 0 Garp; 64/71
147 2800 Bilpuch 61
146 1510 0 Bowman 62
147.1 2750 0 Beer 71
147.2 3550 @.5 Gal"g 64/71
153 Ifibdon 57
159 180 0 Beer 71
163 110(g=1 :> 0 Bowman 62
64(g=2
163 i 49(g=3 0.5 Garg 64/71
163-.9 5301 83, '> 0 Beer 71
172.5 Garg 64/71
173 4800 0 Bowman 62
173.9 2850 0 Beer 71






Taole II b ) Resonance parameters for Fe - 56
Er r 2gf gf -r-, o fy fy 1 J Reference
n n n 0
/eV/ r
/KeV/ g=1 g=2 g=3 /eV/ /eV/ /beV/ /eV/
1.167 Garg 64 /23/
1.18 0.104 Moxon 65 /18/
1.2 0.056 0.673 0 Moore 63 /17/
1. 15 Hockenbury 69/24
not all references for t his r esonance listed
2.35 0.0004 0.42 ' Hockenbury 69
11.2 0.043 10.2 Hockenbury 69
22 0.2 Macklin 64 / 19/
22.7 Moxon 65
22.7 0.191 21.9 Hockenbury 69
22.79 0.15 Ernst 70/22/
28.3 1670 Bilpuch 61
29.2 500 Hibdon 57 /2/
28.0 1600 1.5 0 Macklin 64
27.66 1520 0.5 Garg 64/71
27.68 1.4 0 Ernst 70
27.7
.. 1.44 Hockenbury 69
27.7 El.3 Noxon 65
34.1 Hockenoury 69
34.25 0.53 (11 Ernst 70
36 1.9 Macklin 64
36.6 0.301 21.4 Hockenbury 69
36.69 0.28 (n Ernst 70
38.3 0.46 30.1 Hockenbury 69
38.38 0.32 I ~ \ Ernst 70\ I J
45.8 0.32 18.7 Hockenbury 69
46.05 0.44 (1) Ernst 70
50 44 29 gl'v : 1.9 '> 0 Macklin 64
~ ~~ /' -- . ?::n
::> I .;1 u • .) IC-.)'U v
52.2 0.68 (1) Ernst 70
5~.3 0.54 26.4 Hockenbury 69
53.6 0.38 (1) Ernst 70
55 0.14 6.7 Hockenbury 69
59 0.54 24.2 Hockenbury 69
59.25 0.72 (1) Ernst 70
63.1 Hockenbury 69
63.45 0.61 (1) Ernst 70
74 425 Bilpuch 61
75.6 900 Hibdon 57
73.9 540 0.5 Garg 64 /71
72.6 Hockenbury 69
73.2 (1) Ernst 70
74.0 539 0 Rohr 66 /20/







80.9 I Ernst 70
82-84 unr+lvef Hockenbury 69
83.5 1040 Bilpuch 61
83.5 912 0.9 0 Rohr 66
83.6 1030 0.5 Garg 64 /71
85.5 980 Hibdon 57
90 0'=1 0'=2 Hockenbury 69, .. - ... - /"./j 90.3
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Table~ 11 b) continued
Er r 2g gr •r"l (J ry ry 1 J Reference
/eV/ n n n 0
/KeV/ g=1 g=~ 'g=3 /eV/ /eV/ r /b~V/ /eV/
92.1 Hockenbury 69
93. 1.52 ( 1) Ernst 70
95.9 Hockenbury 69
96.6 1.40 (1) Ernst 70
98.5 70 0.4 0.4 0 Rohr 66
102 Hockenbury 69
J03 1.5 (1) Ernst ']0
10~ Hockenbury 6910 .3 1.20 (1) Ernst 70
112 Hockenbury 69
112.8 1.10 (1) Ernst 70
124 130 Bilpuch 61
127.5 500 Hibdon 57
122.5 14? 0.5 Garg 64/71
123.5 125 2.7 0 Rohr 66
124 Hockenbury 69
129 Hockenbury 69
130.2 1.4 0 Rohr 66
129.6 660 0.5 Garg 64/71
131 400 Bilpuch 61
132 0 Ernst 70
138 800 Hibdon· 57
139.9 2270 0.5 Garg 64/71
141 05 2460 2.8 0 Rohr 66
141.5 2~;~1 I I I Bilpuch 62145 Hibdon 57147.5 (1) Ernst 70
151 (1) Ernst 70
153 (l) Ernst 70
162 875 Hibdon 57
11::", t 0) Ernst 70~-'
169 630 Bilpuch 61
168.7 760 0.5 Garg 64/71
169.0 870 0 Rohr 66
182 (1) Ernst 70
186.5 3500 0 BO'Wlllan 62/6/
187 3200 0.5 Garg 64/71
188.0 3430 0 Rohr 66
188 1000 Hibdon 57
189 2480 Bilpuch 61
199 (1) Ernst 70
208 (1) Ernst 70
219 600 Hibdon 57





I I I 0 I I Bovman 62 II I I I II 221 I I I(1) I I Garg 64/71 I222 I I I Ernst 70
232 (1) Ernst 70
239 (1) Ernst 70
243.5 300 0 Bovman 62
243.0 63~ 0 Rohr 66
265 110 59 44 :>0 Bowman 62
267 < 100 Bowman 62
r




at higher energies only results of Bovman and HibdOO', tabulated in BNL 325 (1966 )
Table II c )
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-----I- ..;.... --I- Wl-_~_~~_~_--~-~-.-----
Er r 2gr gr ry a ry ry 1 J Reference
n n n 0
r
/KeV/ /eV/ /eV/ /eV/ /beVj /eV/
1.63 0.050 79.6 Hockenbury 69(24)
3.96 1.14 Hockenbury 69
3.87 177 Good 65/4/
4 220 ~ 1 Moxon 65/18/
3.9 220 0 0 Miller ')9 /31/
4.75 0.051 28 Hockenbury 69
6 650 Bilpuch 61 /5/
6.1 420 1.7 Moxon 65
6.1 396 Good 65
6.28 2400 Garg 64 /71/23/
6.1 420 Müller 59
6.21 1.32 Hockenburv 69
7.22 0.36 132 Hockenbury 69
7.90 0.18 60 Hockenbury 69
12.7 1,4 Moxon 65
12.7 2.0 Macklin 64 /19/
12.7 Miller 59
12.8 0.42 Hockenburv 69
13.9 0.70 122 Hockenbury 69
17.0 1.5 Macklin 64
17 .5 2.2 Moxon 65
I 18 0.52
76.t; Hn~kenbll1"V 6Q I20.5 1.8 Macklin 6421.3 1.09 135 Hockenbury 69 I
27 Macklin 64
27.7 1.3 Moxon 65
28.3 Hockenbury 69
,..,
.Ji,,.JI8 - - /-c;u. I IJUUU U;)
29.15 34~0 1 Rohr 69 /21/
29.0 4 Hockenburv 69
40 6 Hockenbury 69
40.5 1258 Good 65
41.4 1000 1 Rohr 69
45.5 404 Good 65
47.05 450 1 Rohr 69
55.81 10000 0 Rohr 69
61 3700 1 Rohr 69
77.2 1950 1 Rohr 69
93.7 200 1 Rohr 69
109.6 2300 1 Rohr 69
110.15 1200 1 Rohr 69
125 1500 1 Rohr 69
1 c.. C;,...,... ,.., "Rf"'Ih ... hO
Table II d)
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Resonance parameters for Fe-58
Er r gr ry (J ry ry 1 Referencen 0
n r
/KeV/ /eV/ /eV/ /beV/ /eV/
0.230 - 0.0065 74.1 - Hockenbury 69 /24/
0.359 - 0.017 124 - Hockenbury 69
2.82 - - Hockenbury 69
4.96 - - Hockenbury 69
6.16 - - Hockenbury 69
9.29 - - Hockenbury 69
10.4 - - Hockenbury 69
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Tabl. 111 •• Resonance parameters for Ni-58
Garg 64/710563.2 13650 I




0.73 1? Fröhner 72
;
r leVI gr ry a ry ry 1 J I Ref'erence
Er n 0D
r
!KeVI r1 &-2 !eVI !beV! !eV!
28.5 0 Bilpuch 61/5/- r :70
- 28.5 n Garg 64/71/23/u:98
6.89 0.022 8.3 Hockenbury 69/24
12.6 Hockenbury 69
13.3 0.32 63.2 Hockenbury 69
13.34 0.49 1? Fröhner 72132/
13.6 0.52 101 Hockenbury 69
13.66 0.63 1? Fröhner 72
14-16 not r esolved Hockenbury 69
15.3 1140 . 1/2 Garg 64/71
15.4 .. 1200 2.1 0
I
Fröhner 72




19.03 0.08 1? Fröhner 72
20 0.20 26.0 Hockenbury 69
20.04 0.24 1? Fröhner 72
I'") 1 _1
" c:.{:. 7", '" Hockenbury 69c.. I'•• V_,1V .---
21.16 0.57 1? Fröhner 72
26.08 0.25 1? Fröhner 72
26.6 I I 0.7 68 Hock<::nbury 69I 26.67 0.73 1? . Fröhner 7232.36 1.26 1? Fröhner 72I
32.4 1.44 114 Hockenbury 69
34.2 0.65 , 49.5 Eockenbury 69
34.24 0.69, Fröhner 72
';je. 1 ("I.Rh h? Hockenbury 69
-36.12 1.01 1? Fröhner 72
39.5 Hockenbury 72
39.59 0.66 Fröhner 72
47.8 0.98 1? Fröhner 72
47.9 1.58- 87.5 Hockenbury 69
52.0 1.46 1? Fröhner 72
52.1 0.32 16.2 Hockenbury 69
54.7 0.28 1? Fröhner 72
54.8 Hockenburv 69
58.6 0.52 1? Fröhner 72
60.1 0.44 1? Fröhner 72
60.1 Hockenburv 6C)
61. 75 0.71 1? Fröhner 72
61.8 Hockenburv 69
63 3600 3.2 0 Fröhner 72I
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'reble III ... Resonance parameters tor Ni-58 (co,ntinued)
r leV/ gr ry a ry ry 1 J Reference
Er n 0D
r
/XeV/ .., &-2 leV/ IbeVI leVI
81.3 Hockenbury 69
83' Hockenbury 69
83.1 110 3.5 0 Fröhner 72
89.84 0.45 1? Fröhner 72
92.25 0/17 1? Fröhner 72
94.45 0.9 11 Fröhner 72
95.9 Hockenbury 69
97.0 0.5 11 Fröhner 72
101 ,Hockenbury 69
101.1 1.0 1? Fröhner 72
105 Hockenbury 69
105'.:3 1.8 Fröhner 72
107 Hockenbury 69
107 2000 0 Farrell 66/7/
107.7 1500 3.5 0 Fröhner 72
108 1470 0.5 Garg 64/71
108.5 1020 0 Bilpuch 61
110 Hockenbury69
110.7 1.3 11 Fröhner 72
117.5 0.8 1? Fröhner 72
120 Hockenbury 69
120.3 3.3 o? Fröhner 72
122.5 /1000 I I 0 . Farrell 66123.8 740 0.5 Garg 64/71
124 500 0 Bilpuch 61
124 - Hockenbury 69
125 750 3.2 0 Fröhner 72
136 3000 0 w~,..,..""ll hh
137.5 1760 0.5 Garg 64/71
138.5 3000 0 Farrell 66
138.5 6885 0 Bilpuch 61
140.5 3460 0.5 Garg 64/71
147.5 160 95 >0 Farrell 66 I
157 6250 0 Farrell 66 I
157 4370 0 Bilpuch 61 I
159 7380 0.5 GarR: 64/71
167.5 500 0 Farrell 66
183.5 227 135 >0 Farrell 66
190.5 3000 o· Farrell 66
192 4050 0.5 Garg 64/71
191.5 3000 0 Bilpuch 61
204.5 7500 0 Farrell 66
206.5 7680 Oj Bilpuch 61
I 207 I 6030 I I I 01 I =d4:;1I 21> I 245 140 I"> 0 I Farrell 66?'<1 1:..,..,.""" ~:~e~t66I -J' V\J"""" 0235 0.5243 250 0 Farrell 66247.5 343 192 '::> 0 Farrell 66
257.5 ~ 0 Farrell 66
270 6000 0 Farrell 66
274 Garg 64
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Tabl. 111 •• RellOlumce parameters tor Ni-58 ( conti:t:lued)





Ix.vl r 1 r2 leYI IbeYI I~Vl
278 2000 0 Farrell 66
282 . Garg 64
286.5 200 115 - 0 Farrell 66.., >
303.5 750 0 Farrell 66
306.5 ~ 0 Farrell 66
325 2000 0 Farrell 66
334.5 592 328 ? 0 Farrell 66
343.5 560 305 ~ 0 Farrell 66
349 1500 0 Farrell 66
357.5 426 230 . > 0 Farrell 66
367 250 0 Farrell 66
378.5 480 260 > 0 Farrel166
394 750 0 Farrell 66
396 "> 0 Farrell 66
413 ,. 0 Farrell 66
416 ~ 0 Farrell 66
417,5 500e> 0 Farrell 66
426 500 .,. ·0 Farrell 66
426.5
1
8 000 0 Farrell 66 I435.5 > 0 Farrell 66446 ":7 0 Farrell 66
451 I Farrell 66I I I I I >0 I I454.5 3000 0 . Farrell 66
458.5
. IFarrell 66;>0 .461.5 150 0 Farrell 66
492.5 1987 1023 ,>0 Fa.rrell 66
495.5 20öo 0 F~rell 66
507 2000 . 0 Farrell 66
508 ~o Farrell 66
512.5 ')0 Farrell 66
522.5 750 0 Farrell 66
530 422 220 '>0 Farrell 66
544 640 322 )0 Farrell 66
554.5 1250 >0 Farrell 66
559·5 1260 633 ~o Farrell 66
571.0 10000 0 Farrell 66
588.5 2500 0 Farrell 66
600 6000 0 Farrell 66
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Table 111 b) Resonance parameters for Ni-60




/KeV/ /eV/ /eV/ /beV/ /eV/
1.292 0.0003 1 Stieglitz 70/9/
1.294 Hock.enbunr 69 / 24/
2.257 0.068 1 Stieglitz 70
2.26 0.065 - 75.7 Hockenbur:v 69
5.52 0.055 25.9 Hockenbury 69
5.53 0.056 Sti&glitz 70
12.2 0.17 37 .; Hocltenbury 69
12.2 0.042 1 - Sti~glitz 70
12.23 0.09 1 ? ., Fröfiner 72 /22/./32/
12.4 1910 0.5 Gall'g 64/71/23/
12.47 2660 3.30 0 Stieglitz 70 I
12.5 2656 3.4 0 Fröhner 72
13.6 0.09'0 1 Sti~g1itz 76
13.62 0.14 1 '1 FrÖmner 72
13.8 Hoc.enbury 69
12-14 not reso ved Hoc*enbury 69
14.5 2600 0 Bil1)uch 61 Ir. 5/
23.8 0.921 1 Stieglitz 7023.8 0.78 85.7 Hockenbury 69
123.88 0.6 1 ? Fröhner 72128.47 '1 I 0.08 1 ? I Fröhner 72bP t: 1°·26 I 23.2 I I I I I10ckenbury 69~8:64 I 800 1.1 Stieglitz 7~, I IV~8.6 900 1.2 0 Fröhner 72
~8.65 690 o.• ~· Garg 64 /71
30. 1100 0 B'iLpuch 61
29.47 0.09 1 ? H' .. 7')
- -
jO.l 0.321 1 Stieglitz 70
ßo.2 0.39 33 Hockenbury 69
Bo.24 0.31 1 ? Fröhner 72
ß2.9 0.351 1 Stieglitz 70
ß3.03 0.33 1 Fröhner 72
ß3.4 Hockenbury 69
ß9.4 0.565 1 Stie'glitz 70
39·54 0.41 0 ? .' :,~ Fröhner 72
39.5 Hockenbury 69
~2.93 120 1.0 Fröhner 720
~2.9 0.77 47 Hockenbury 69
4-3.08' 77 1. 73 0 Stieglitz 70
4-3.1 140 0.5 Garg 64/71
4-7.4 0.862 1 Stieglitz 70
4-7.6 ,..J 10 0.78 ' 1 ~ 0 o I Fröhner 72 I, .v I I
4-9.6 I 10.257 I 1 I Stieglitz 70 r,~9 .8 0.27 1 ? Fröhner p
;)0.8 1 Stiejglitz 70
)0.99 0.11 .. 1 ? Fröh1ner 72
)1.5 0.456 1 Stieiilitz 70
>1. 64· 0.38 1 Frö~ner 72
D1.9 HocMknburY 69
1>2.7 1 Stie~litz 70
55.0 0.15 I 1 '/ Fröhner 72~ ':l - """'1 I
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Er f n gf fy crofy fy 1 J Referencen
r
/KeV/ /eV/ /eV/ /beV/ /eV/
56.74 0.45 1 ? Fröhner 72
56.9 0.416 1 Stieglitz 70
57.0 Hockenbury 69
65.13 390 2.43 0 Stieglitz 70
65.2 Hockenbury 69
65.3 810 0.5 Garg 64/
65.42 500 2.0 0 Fröhner 72
66 700 0 Bi Lpuch 61
71.51 0.33 1 ? Fröhner 72
71.3 0.396 1 Stieglitz 70
72.8 Hockenbury 69
73.2 0.610 1 Stieglitz 70
73.25 0.44 1 ? Fröhner 72
78.2 0.308 1 Stieglitz 70
78.26 0.19 1 ? Fröhner 72
79.9 0.447 1 Stieglitz 70 ,
79.98 0.33 1 ? Fröhner 72
81.95 0.22 1 ? Fröhner 72
82.8 110 I 0.5 Garg 64/71 I83.8 80 0.5 Garg 64/7184.7 1 Stieglitz 70Al, o l, _ ).1 I 1 ? "t1_~1.... ...... __ 7
, b.7 1 0 0.5 Garg 4/71I
86.8 0 Stieglitz 70
87 Hockenbury 69
87.5 300 0 Bilp'uch 61
o f .0 I u<;iegJ.i<;z [0
87.89 0.64 1 ? Fröhner 72
89.93 0.17 1 ? Fröhner 72
91.60 0.25 1 ? Fröhner 72
93.30 1 Stieglitz 70
93.94 0.48 Fröhner 72
96.5 1 Stieglitz 70
96.5 1250 0 ParreLl, 66 /7/
97.20 1000 1.0 '0 Fröhner 72
97.2 Hockenbury 69
97.7 1070 0.5 Garg 64/71
98.1 870 0 Stieglitz 70
99 1067 0 Bilp'uch 61
99.24 0.92 1 ? Fröhner 72
101.9 0.10 1 ? Fröhner 72
1~C. QI.-
-
.... "YIt"Yll .... , , c.c.
St~egl~tz 70
Stie:glitz 70I 4.31
108 838 0 Bilpuch 61
109.5 1750 . 0.5 Garli 64/71
, 111.3 3.74 1 Stieglitz 70
111. 8 2.7 1 ? Fröhner 72
120.6 2.31 1 Stieglitz 70
123.8 g=1 g=2 1 Stieglitz 70





















































Er g.rnry (Jory ry 1 J Referencer n
r
/KeV/ /eV/ /eV/ /beV/ /eV/
g=1 e=2
138.5 70 42 :> 0 Farrell 66
139.6 3.95 1 Stieglitz 70
156 380 229 ')0 Farrell 66
156.4 440 0 Stieglitz 70
160 1800 0 Farrell 66
161 5300 0,5 Garg 64/71
161 1800 0 Bilpuch 61
162.1 1250 0 Stieglitz 70
161.7 1.400 2.2 0 Fröhner 72
186 5700 0.5 Garg 64/71
186.2 6000 0 Farrell 66
186.5 6000 0'- Stieglitz 70
187 s708 0 Bilnuch 61
196 3500 0.5 Garg 4/71
197 3500 0 Farrell 66
198 3100 0 Stieglitz 70
199 6424 0 Bilnuch 61
206 110 64 >0 Farrell 66
214 94 c)c) -:>0 Farrell 66
216 I I ~~I I I I IGarg 64220 98 >0 Farrell 66
229 208 120 ';'0 Farrell 66
2S2 870 470 ,>0 Farrell 66
257.0 3750 0 Farrell 66
~~~ n ~~
IC..JI.U J.Juu U --.:IV.L--eg:J..L \J:!. I U
258 Gara 64
279.6 750 0 Stieglitz 70
282.5 620 337 ,,>0 Farrell 66
292.5 360 198 '>0 Farrell 66
306 500 275 ,>0 FaneIl 66
306 Gara 64
316 3200 0 Farrell 66
316.8 3200 0 Stie&rlitz 70
325 8500 0 Farrell 66
326.3 6800 0 Stieglitz 70
338 5250 0 Farrell 66
339.5 7500 0 Stieglitz 70
346 250 0 FarreJ.l 66
357.2 1000 0 Farrell 66
':!c;A c; 1r.7{:.. c;7c; .... r. 1<' ...... '" , {:..{:..
Table 111 b) continued
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Er rn s r ry (J ry
ry 1 J Ref'erence
n 0
/KeV/ /eV/ r /beV/ /eV/g=1 g=2 /eV/
4315 1000 0 Farrell 66
446 3000 0 Farrell 66
453 1500 0 Farrell 66
462 1000 0 Farrell 66
473 500 0 Farrell 66
484.6 3750 0 Farrell 66
497.5 565 295 "> 0 Farrell 66
498 5000 0 Farrell 66
502.5 325 170 >0 Farrell 66
511.5 1000 >0 Farrell 66
513.5 2250 0 Farrell 66
520.3 5000 0 Farrell 66
525.5 3000 0 Farrell 66
533 500 0 Farrell 66
552.5 700 360 > 0 Farrell 66
556.5 500 0 Farrell 66
566 260 130 ,>0 Farrell 66
580.3 250 0 Farrell 66
,..QO r 500 0
Farrell 66)00.)
594.8 2500 0 Farrell 66
Table III c )
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Resonance parameters for Ni-61 I= 3/2
gT, fy
aofy fyEr 2g f I' I . n 1 J Reference
n n r
/KeV/ /eV/ /eV/ /eV/ /beV/ /eV/
1.354 0.24 ·478 Hockenbury 69 /2!J I
2.35 Hockenbury 69
3.14 0.084 71 Hockenbury 69
3.30 0.48 341 Hockenbury 69
6.47 0.35 145 Hockenbury 69
6.97 23 Good 65 /4/
7.12 0.78 285 Hockenbury 69
7.152 74 2,5 0 1 Fröhner 72 /22,3~)
7.37 238 Good 65
7.53 Hockenbury 69
7.545 177 2.3 0 2 Fröhner 72
8.71 0.65 196 Hockenbury 69
8.745 6 2.6 0 2 Frehner 70
9.90 Hockenbury 69
9.93 0.09 1 1 Fröhner 72
0.18 0.19 1 1 Fröhner 72
0.2 Hockenbury 69
2.4 67.7 Good 65
2.6 Hockenbury 69
2.64 75 1.7 0 2 Fröhner 72
3.3 75.9 I I I Good 653.43 I I 0.31 I 1 I I Fröhner 72 I3.63 61 1.6 0 2 Fröhner 72
3.7 13 Good 65
4.0 Hockenbury 69
4.02 17 3.1 0 1 Fröhner 72
4.3 Hockenburv 6q
14.45 0.3 11 Fröhner 72
5.3 Hockenbury 69
15.38 0.17 1 1 Fröhner 72
6.3 411 Good 65
6.7 Hockenbury 69
6.7 810 2.2 0 1 Fröhner 72
6.8 0.14 1 '1 Fröhner 72
7.5 174 Good 65
7.8 Hockenbury 69
17.86 1177 1.6 0 1 Fröhner 72
8.3 181 Good 65
8.87 69 0.9 0 2 Fröhner 72
19 Hockenbury 69
;(20.25 0.09 1 1 :.Fröhner 72
20.4 Hockenburv 69
i2~ 5C:: i 1 I 0.11 i i 1 11 I Fröhner 72 I1- v.,./ I I21.40 0.88 o ? Fröhner 72
23.8 1~~ Good 65lUV
24.12 0.36 1 '1 Fröhner 72
24.62 129 1.4 0 1 Fröhner 72
::>4.8 3.98 425 :icl±kenbu...'"':'{ 69
25.12 0.25 1 '1 Fröhner 72
25.96 0.24 1 '1 Fröhner 72





1 ~ I IFröhner 72 I127. 65 I I I 0.40 1 Fröhner 72
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/Kf>V/ /f>V/ /f>V / /f>V / /hf>V / /&:>17 /
27.6 1. 74 164' Hockenbury 69
28.2 236 Good 65
28.21 5.0 3.0 0 2 Fröhner 72
29.0 Hockenbury 69
. ,29. 11 409 2.4 0 1 Fröhner 72
30.2 423 Good 65
30.64 15 0 2 Fröhner 72
30.8 Hockenbury 69
31.13 788 0 1 Fröhner 72
31.6 392 Good 65
31.7 Hockenbury 69
31.83 10 0 2 Fröhner 72
32.7 120 Good 65
32.7 220 0 2 Fröhner 72
33.68 58 2.8 0 1 Fröhner 72
33.8 123 Good 65
33.8 Hockenburv 69
34.65 1 ? 'r.1__ ~,_____ ~ r7,....".rronner re::
36.02 1 ? Fröhner 72
36.0 294 Good 65
37.13 133 3.0 0 2 I Fröhner 72
37.3 Hockenburv 69
'j() '7'7 1 ? Fröhner 72
.J7· I I I
40 243 Good 65
41.3 Hockenbury 69
41.34 176 0 1 Fröhner 72
), 'J 'J 1'j'j !"'~~..:l t:.r:.
. ,~~ ';
43.25 10 0 2 Fröhner 72
43.61 30 0 2 Fröhner 72
44 169 Good 65
45.49 66 0 1 Fröhner 72
46.1 Hockenbury 69
46.16 54 Fröhner 72
48.4 83 Good 65
50.51 133 0 1 Fröhner 72
50.7 Hockenburv 69
53.3 141 0 2 Fröhner 72
54.81 189 0 1 Fröhner 72
56.49 119 0 2 Fröhner 72
58.16 178 0 1 Fröhner 72
58.7 Hockenbury 69
64.07 '14 0 2 Fröhner 72
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Table III d) Resonapce parameters for Ni-62
.l
r gf fy (J fy fy 1 ReferenceEr /eV/ ng rn n 0
r




4.54 1340 Garg 64/71/231
4.6 0.7p Hockenbury 69
12.879 310 0 Beer 71 /251
56.907 56 I 1 Beer 71
77.126 69.8 0 Beer 71
78.422 48 1 Beer 71
89.3 250 Garg 64/71
93.5 2250 0 Farrell 66/71
94.742 2680 0 Beer 71
95.5 1620 Garg 64/71
104.5 4500 0 Farrell 66
104.5 3850 Garg 64/71
105.674 4884 0 Beer 71
137.5 113 70 ro Farrell 66
148.5 200 Garg 64/71
148.5 200 0 Farrell 66
149.31 136 0 Beer 71
188.21 92 0 Beer 71
189.5 125 7') 0 Farrell 66
214.65 194 0 Beer 71
216.5 175 103 ~ Farrell 66
229.5 7250 0 Farrell 66
229.5 6180 0 Beer 71
242.2 750 0 Farrell 66
243.23 776 0 Beer 71
I Co.)":? • .) 10) 60 • 0 Farrell 6
272.5 315 175 • 0 Farrell 6
280.5 5500 0 Farrell 6
281.05 4820 0 Beer 71
286 1500 0 Farrell 66
288 1000 0 Beer 71
297 190 105 >0 Farrell 66
299.5 470 260 )0 Farrell 66
304 800 0 Farrell 66
315.5 225 125 )0 Farrell 66
319 356 197 )0 Farrell 66
323 560 320 )0 Farrell 66
327 5500 0 Farrell 66
344.2 7500 0 Farrell 66
352 267 145 >10 Farrell 66
.356.2 12000
I I I I .... 1 Farrell 66 I
hh4 I I I I I'"' II 187 I 100 I I I >E IFarrell 66 I1374.5 250 w.........." t:.t:.
I I
.~ .. ~.,L-'- uv
382.5 1250 Farrell 66
388.5 4500 Farrell 66
401.2 1500 Farrell 66
r
03 lO35 190 Farrell 66420.3 800 413 Farrell 66
·23 1500 Farrell 66
433 500 Farrell 66
Table rrr d) continued
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/EV/ r gfnfy (J fy ry 1 Ref'erencen 0
Er gfn
r
/KeV/ /eV/ g=1 g=2 /eV/ /beV/ /eV/
444 350 0 Farrell 66446.5 >0 Farrell 66449.8 248 125 ')0 Farrell 66
450 318 165 >0 Farrell 66458.0 500 0 Farrell 66461.8 540 280 ,>0 Farrell 66
475 1500 0 Farrell 664blt88~S 4-@btb 165 ')8 Farrell 66493.5 90 4"56 ')0 Far~ell 66
498 1500 0 Farrell 66
508.5 500 0 Farrell 66
/5 15.5 140 75 ,>0 Farrell 66522 380 200 '>0 Farrell 66
l~~ ~ I ~~~5 925 I .>0 Farrell 66,,~ I ,>0 I Farrell 66/.J,.,I. "J I 1000 0.:50539 2000 0 Farrell 66554.0 655 340 ~o Farrell 66568.5 825 430 1>0 Farrell 66571.8 4000 0 Farrell 66
581 500 0 Farr~ll hh
)O~.) Ibooo 0 Farrell 66
590.5 2000 0 Farrell 66
599.5 810 420 >0 Farrell 66
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Er gf r gfnfy °ofy fy 1 Referencen n /eV/ l'
/KeV/ /eV/ ~1 ll=2 /eV/ /h~vf fevJ
9.52 1. 73 473 ~ockenbury 69/24/
13.8 3000 ßood(quoted in/7/)
14.3 ~2900 0 ßeer 71 /25/
26 Kockenburv 69
33.2 9500 Good (quoted in/7/






105 115 65 >0 frarrel16617/
106.5 110 1 Beer 71
128.8 1700 0 ~a.rre11 66 /7/
129.3 1310 0 ßeer 71
141. 5 140' 80 ~o ~arre11 66
142 170 1 ßeer 71
148.8 95 0 ßeer 71
154.9 3750 0 Beer 71
154.5 5000 0 "'arre11 66
163 300 0 Fi'arre11 66
163.2 140 0 Beer 71
177 <:; c::~~ l1'arrell // II I I."'" .,Juu 0 bb177.6 510 0 Beer 71
191 105 57 ,">,0 Warre11 66
191. 5 160 1 Beer 71
~05.3 95 0 ßeer 71
~13.7 150 80 1>0 Warre11 66
F-I,+. f 00:::: 1 Beer 71
~19.8 So 0 ßeer 71
~26.9 120 0 aeer 71
~31 4000 0 Farre11 66
~31.9 3770 0 ßeer 71
~35.7 395 205 ')0 Farre11 66
~37.9 320 1 ~eer 71
~54 570 304 .,.0 Farre11 66
~55.7 170 1 ßeer 71
~68 3000 0 Farrel1 66
~69.7 2210 0 Beer 71
~74 310 165 >0 Farre11 66
~83 350 0 Beer 71
~89 105 55 .,.0 Farre11 66
~98 1000 0 Farre11 66










Table 111 e) continued
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gf fy
Er g r r /eV/
n
n n r (J fy fy 1 Reference0
/KeV/ /eV/ ;z.=1 ;z.=2 /eV/ /beV/ /eV/
371. 5 600 >0 Farrell 66
376 270 140 >0 Farrell 66
383 656 >0 Farrell 66
389 6000 0 Farrell 66
392.5 230 120 >0 Farrell 66
395.5 810 410 >0 Farrell 66
407 1000 >0 Farrell 66
414 750 384 >0 Farrell 66
420.8 8000 0 Farrell 66
455.5 750 >0 Farrell 66
459.5 500 >0 Farrell 66
466.5 1000 >0 Farrell 66
470 530 270 >0 Farrell 66
479 1000 >0 Farrell 66
483 5000 0 Farrell 66
487.8 430 220 >0 Farrell 66
499.5 530 270 >0 Farrell 66
I 503 760 386 >0 Farrell 66519 475 240 >0 Farrell 66
I 523 I 1000 0 Farrell 66
I 529.3 I I 750 I I I 0 I Farrell 66536.5 10000 0 Farrel166
541.5 1700 870 >0 Farrell 66
552.0 2000 0 Farrell 66
565 890 456 >0 Farrell 66
576 4000 0 Farrell 66
583 300
//0 .l"arre.LL 00
Table IV) Resonance parameters for Na-23 , I = 3/2
Er f n
g rn ry grnry (Jory 1 J Reference
r
/KeV/ /eV/ /eV/ /eV/ /eV/ /peV/
2.80 420 158 0 1 Good 58 /95/
2.85 405 152 0 1 Lynn 58 /94/
2.85 0.6 Block 66/92/
2.85 0.61 1 Hockenbury 69 /2~
0.45 Hockenbury 69
corr./98/
2.85 0.47 0 1 Hockenbury 70/98/
2.85 0.35 0 1 Friesenhahn 68/97-
2.851 380 238 0 2 Garg 65/96/2.6~ 424 159 0.6 0 1 Moxon 66/89/
2.95 220 138 0 2 Hibdon 60/88/ j
7.53 0.0049 1.68 1 Hockenbury 69
7.6 Block 66





2.lftVb/.2Jt~*~ Block 6636.0 ~2 Le Ri&roleur 66/90




54.0 1200 I 750 i 1 ,., Moxon 66
121eVb,l2.~ I' z; ILe Rigoleur1 54.0 1 6654.1 7<:'" 650 1 3 Hibdon 60I ",v
55.0 200 0 2 Hibdon 60
61.5 300 1 0 Hibdon 60
63~6 400 1 1 Hibdon 60
t:.i:.. A ),,.,,, 1 I H~bdon 60
72.5 300 1 2 Hibdon 60
75.7 550 1 0 Hibdon 60
77.6 500 1 0 Hibdon 60
79.9 600 1 0 Hibdon 60
81.5 700 1 0 Hibdon 60
83.9 650 1 0 Hibdon 60
85.3 350 1 0 Hibdon 60
86.4 300 1 0 Hibdon 60
88.4 400 1 0 Hibdon 60
91.3 450 1 1 Hibdon 60
93.0 500 0 1 Hibdon 60
96.5 1000 1 0 Hibdon 60
98.6 450 1 1 Hibdon 60
100.9 350 1 1 Hibdon 60
103,.2- 500 • ,'0 IllibdOZl 60 II I I I I II 104.3 I 550 I I I I 1 I~ Hibdon 60I ~o~.? I 350 I I I~ Hibdon 60 t10'(.4 I 450 0 1 IHibdon 60111. 5 550 1 1 lHibdon 60113.5 600 1 0 Hibdon 6011~.7 1.5 33.7 Hockenbury 69
116.7 500 1 1 Hibdon 60


































384. '7 1.5 1
388.a 1.4 3( 2)
391. :2 0.7 j2)









































-_._.- •.' --..--------.. f--,----.--~·-...--·-------.,.T"'--.--,--_r-.......--r_--------'i
i
Reference Er r 1 J I Reference Er r 1 J Reference
n n
/KeV/ /KeV/', /KeV/ 'KeV/
t----:...:.:..::...:..:......-I----.;.+---+----t--------
Stelson 52 405.8 3.0 0 2 Hibdon 60 549.9 1.4 2 2 Hibdon 60
Hibdon 60 411.2 1.5 2 2 Hibdon 60 552.8 1.4 2 2 Hibdon 60
Nebe 70/99/ 414.6 0.9 3(2) 3 Hibdon 60 557.0 0.8 3(2) 3 Hibdon 60
Block 66 417.0 1.2 3(2) 2 Hibdon 60 561.2 1.3 2(3) 3 Hibdon 60
Hibdon 60 419.1 0.9 3(2) 3 Hibdon 60 564.1 Nebe 70
Hibdon 60 421.6 1.9 0 2 Hibdon 60 564.8 1.3 ~(3) 3 Hibdon 60
Hibdon 60 426.5 0.9 3(2) 1 Hibdon 60 568.3 0.6 ß(2) 3 Hibdon 60
Hibdon 60 428.4 0.6 3 2 Hibdon 60 570.4 0.9 ß(2) 3 Hibdon 60
Hibdon 60 430.4 0.7 3 2 Hibdon 60 575.3 1.5 2 3 Hibdon 60
Hibdon 60 431.2 7.8 1 0 Nebe 70 578.7 2.0 2 2 Hibdon 60
Hibdon 60 432.2 0.9 3 2 Hibdon 60 582.9 1.6 2(3) 3 Hibdon 60
Hibdon 60 436.5 0.7 3 3 Hibdon 60 586.6 1.6 ~(3) 3 Hibdon 60
Hibdon 60 439.0 1.1 ß(2) 3 I Hibdon 60 590.0 1.6 2 1 Hibdon 60
Hibdon 60 443.0 1.3 ~(3) 3 I Hibdon 60 592.8 1.2 3 4 Hibdon 60
Stelson 52 t46.~ 1.2 ß(.2) 4,' Hibdon 60 595.3 1.3 3 4 Hibdon 60
Hi.bdon Eo '4Ü89·• 5.7 1-=,2 -v. 2N~be706 597.8 D5.8 (1) 1 Nebe70
. 6 " 1 •9 p::; (3 ) , 4 I Hüdon 0Ihbdon 0 451 -.' 9 ~t2J 2 Stelson )2 599.8 Nebe 70
Hibdon 60 451.2 3.7 0 2 Hibdon 60 601.0 3.5 2 4 Hibdon 60
Hibdon 60 456.6 0.8 ß(2) 2 Hibdon 60 602.0 6 (1) Stelson
Hibdon 60 459.7 0.6 ß(2) 2 HibdOln 60 605.0 1.7 3 3 Hibdon 66
Hibdon 60 463.2 1.1 P(3) 2 H'ibdon 60 608.3 I 1.0 3 4 Hibdon 60
Hibdon 60 465.7 0.7 0 2 Hi.bdon 60 611.3 1.7 3 3 Hibdon 60
Hibdon 60 471.5 0.7 D(2) 2 Hibdon 60 615.~ 1.1 3 4 Hibdon 60
Hibdon 60 476.5 1.3 2 2 Hibdon 60 618.8 1.7 3 3 Hibdon 60
Hibdon 60 481.3 0.75 p(2) 2 Hibdon 60 621.0 0.8 3 4 Hibdon 60
Hibdon 60 487.2 1.1 3 2 Hibdon 60 623.0 0.8 3 4 Hibdon 60
Hibdon 60 493.9 0.75 3 2 Hibdon 60 626.2 2.7 2 3 Hibdon 60
Hibdon 60 508.8 Nebe ~ro 627.0 Nebe 70
Hibdon 60 511.0 1.0 3 2 Hibdon 60 629.8 1.8 2 3 Hibdon 60
Hibdon 60 530.3 0.75 3 3 Hibdon 60 632.9 1.0 3 2 Hibdon 60
Hibdon 60 532.7 1.0 3 3 Hibdon 60 634.8 1.2 3 2 Hibdon 60
Nebe 70 535.4 1.1 3 3 Hibdon 60 638.0 2.2 2 3 Hibdon 60
Stelson 52 536.6 35.3 0 1 Hebe 70 642.2 1.7 3 2 Hibdon 60
Hibdon 60 538.8 4.5 0 2 Hibdon 60 645.1 1.4 3 2 Hibdon 60
Hibdon 60 542.0 39 (0) ('1) Stelscm52 647.9 1.2 3 3 Hibdon 60











'-'-''''' . .; , ··~.·fQ·O \ .I . .A."'_ ....__ ~~
264.7 '<f~~q 2 1 Hibdon 60
268. 5 !~bO 2 2 Hibdon 60
8
,~ . "
Hibdon 60272. '1'" "'" 2 1
278.
~,_:f,?-"V
2 1 Hibdon 605 ,1300
287. 0 1300 2 1 Hibdon 60
1 290.7 90p 2 2 Hibdon 60294.7 ,13m6 2 1 Hibdon 60
Er r grn ry grnrX (J ry 1 J Reference0
n
r
/KeV/ /eV/ /eV/ /eV/ /eV/ /beV/
117.8 Block 66
118.4 600 1 1 Hibdon 60
120.2 500 0 1 Hibdon 60
124 900 1 0 Hibdon 60
127.2 500 1 1 Hibdon 60
129.2 700 1 0 Hibdon 60
129.5 0.29 5.74 Hockenbury 69
131.8 1000 1 0 Hibdon 60
134.9 700 1 1 Hibdon 60
137.5 400 2 1 Hibdon 60
138.9 400 2 1 Hibdon 60
139.1 0.71 13.2 Hockenbury 69
141. 5 700 1 1 Hibdon 60
144 Block 66
144.2 500 f 1 Hibdon 60
146 500 2 1 Hibdon 60
147.6 400 1 0 Hibdon 60
149.3 750 1 0 Hibdon 60
150.7 800 1 0 Hibdon 60
153.2 400 2 1 Hibdon 60
154.9 450 2 1 Hibdon 60
156.6 450 2 1 Hibdon 60
160.8 2000 1 0 Hibdon 60I ,
I 167.3 1700 I I I 1 0 Hibdon 60 I171.8 2200 1 0 Hibdon 60
175.7 1900 1 0 Hibdon 60
178.4 1700 1 0 Hibdon 60
182.6 2000 1 0 Hibdon 60
188 1600 1 1 Hibdon 60
193.0 1200 2( 1) 1 Hibdon 60
196.7 1100 2( 1) 1 Hibdon 60
199.5 700
.' 2 2 Hibdon 60
207.7 1800 1 3 Hibdon 60
204 5000 1 1 Stelson 52/87/
205.2 3660 0 1 Hibdon 60
213.7 l$öo 1(2) 2 Hibdon 60
217 f"J14000 1 0 Stelson 52
218.2 J200 1(2) 2 Hibdon 60
224.0 1700 1(2) 1 Hibdon 60
227~7 1790 1(2) 1 Hibdon 60
231.9 .. g)oo 0 2 Hibdon 60
240_ i"~6tio Block 662#2.0' 1 2 Hibdon 60








J Reference Er r 1 J Reference Er r 1 J Reference
n n
/KeV/ / KeV/ " /KeV/ /KeVI,
_.
Hibdon 60 747.0 2.5 2 3 Hibdon 60 841.2 2.2 3 3 Hibdon 60
Hibdon 60 748.3 Nebe 'To 843.8 1.7 3 4 Hibdon 60
Hibdon 60 749.8 2.E 2 2 Hibdon 60 847.7 2.3 3 3 Hibdon 60
Hibdon 60 752.4 2.:: 2 1 Hibdon 60 852.0 2.8 2 2 Hibdon 60
Hibdon 60 756.3 3.~ 2 3 Hibdon 60 854.5 2.6 2 1 Hibdon 60
Block 66 759.8 1.S 2 1 Hibdon 60 857.5 3.0 2 2 Hibdon 60
Hibdon 60 763.4 2. c 2 3 Hibdon 60 911.2 140.1 (2) (3) Nebe 70
Hibdon 60 766.4 Nebe '70 914 36 (3 ) Stelson 57
Hibdon 60 766.7 1.E 4 5 Hibdon 60 968 Nebe 70
Hibdon 60 768.6 1.~ 2 3 Hibdon 60 985.1 27.2 (2) (1) Nebe 70
Hibdon 60 773.3 3. ~ 3 5 Hibdon 60 988.0 24 (1) Stelson 52
Nebe 70 776.0 1- 2 1 Hibdon 60
Hibdon 60 778.2 2.~ 3 5 Hibdon 60
Hibdon 60 780.5 43.E (2) (4) Nebe '70
Hibdon 60 782.4 3. E 2 3 Hibdon 60
Hibdon 60 784.0 3.1 2(3) Stelson 52
Nebe 70 786.3 2. ( 4 6 Hibdon 66
Hibdon 60 789.2 2.1 2 1 Hibdon 60
Hibdon 60 792.4 2. ( 3 5 Hibdon 60
Hibdon 60 795.8 2. 4 5 Hibdon 60
Hibdon 60 798.7 2.l 3 5 Hibdon 60
Stelson 52 801.0 2.( 2 3 Hibdon 60
Hibdon 60 802.7 2. 2 1 Hibdon 60
Hibdon 60 806.9 3. 2 4 Hibdon· 60
Hibdon 60 809.0 2. ~ 2 1 Hibdon 60
Hibdon 60 812.6 4.e 2 4 Hibdon 60
Hibdon 60 818.0 2. e 3 2 Hibdon 60
Nebe 70 821.0 2. e 3 4 Hibdon 60
Hibdon 60 824.0 2. 3 3 Hibdon 60
Hibdon 60 826.4 2., 3 2 Hibdon 60
Hibdon 60 830.1 2. 3 4 Hibdon 60
Hibdon 60 832.5 1• I 3 3 Hibdon 60
Hibdon 60 835.0 2. 2 2 Hibdon 60


































































734. c 1.7 5
736.E 2.5 2
740.5 3.0 3
744.::· 2.5 2
